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Cutbacks may lead university to ‘’disaster budget*
ting cost and it is no longer a purpose of giving reasonable the universities were ill regarded by surprise as, although they were
question of whether or not the fees guidelines for the universities to by the public. “I think they do want expecting a tight budget, no one
will rise, said Anderson. The operate by. their children to have the best was prepared for the government’s

“What’s the use of haying a education at all levels,” he said, announcement. Concern was ex- 
Anderson said in an interview commission if the government is However, at last Tuesday’s pressed by some Senators that 

university operations for the that it would be unrealistic to raise not going to listen to it," said Senate meeting Anderson said, UNB, which presently has
1976-77 academic year will be the tuition to a level where they would Anderson. “I’m hopeful...that the govern- “respectable” stature across Can-
result of a 6.6 limit on increases in balance government budget cuts, UNB’s quarrel is with the ment might reconsider its failure a da, would become a second rate

institution.
With this in mind, Senate 

unanimously passed a motion 
suggesting the Senate and Board of 
Governors form a joint Committee 
to examine areas where savings 
can be made and revenue 
generated.

This would include raising 
tuition fees, reducing enrolment at 
both campuses and closing facili
ties at both campuses.

“We may have to put our fingers 
in dikes this year,” said Senator 
H.A. Sharp, but he added that in 
case such policies are continued in 
the future, the university will have 
a “contingency plan.”

Senate also passed a motion 
g M seeking a meeting with cabinet
H § officials. There was some opposi-

£ tion to this as it was felt that
gq—OEM E nothing could be achieved by

r° talking to the cabinet as their- ^ I; t, minds were made up. Further, 
■“ they suggested, it might be

MÈ igHaflp I possible for the government to turn
- _ , -, Ül ML -£ such ® meeting against the
5|<. V ÜK 'v university in the public eye.

University officials are hoping the New Brunswick legislature will up the grants allocated to the universities by the government. However, Senator I. Unger said
University president John Anderson has expressed dismay at the government proposals. the university deserved an explan-

government grants to the univer- as they would be “ridiculously” government, not the commission, to accept the commission’s recom atu°n ÎÏT ^ government as to
sity predict university officials. high. He suggested fees would be stressed Anderson. mendaüons but I must confess I d'd n°L ,aCCept the

The university senate passed increased to maintain their present Anderson also said he was wouldn’t bet much monev on it ” M™EC recommendations, 
resolutions to look into cutbacks level of the university budget. hopeful public opinion would pick He said the university could take At.the mornent
with the Board of Governors and This means that cutbacks will be up on the university’s behalf and such austerity measures for one the be t fnf, d ha.ve *s the 
are also lMkmg for a meeting with made. However, “You just can’t that the opposition would take up year, but if a trend is set for future shÏÏ^wIit ̂ "fu®
cabinet officials. President John cut programs,” said UNB Comp- the cry. "I’m hopeful anyone will budgets then New Brunswkk should wad to see how the
Anderson exposed concern to the troller S.S. Mullin in an interview, take up the universities’ cause,” he Universities are in “de te opposition and the public reacted,
press, saying the proposed auster- Cutbacks will have to made in said. trouble ” P’ P
ity measures would lead to a other areas than academic, he 
“disaster budget”. said, “We don’t want to raise

The Maritime Provinces Higher it...but we may have to,” he said.
Education Commission recom-

By DERW1N GOWAN 
News Editor

Increases in tuition and resi- question is how much, 
dence fees and cutbacks in
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Anderson said he did not think It seems all persons were taken ■ Continued on page 2

On residence fees, he explained 
mended an increase in grants that past university policy has
approximately twice what the been to reduce the residence deficit
government allowed in their recent or maintain it at the present level,
announcements. According to This means that increases will
Anderson, the 6.6 percent increase depend on increases in food and
represents only a five percent maintenance costs. By PAT POTTER towards university expenses. In Comptroller,
increase in the total budget as the Anderson was not sure which order to maintain the 35 percent Also speaking on the question,
university depends on the govern- buildings and services could be Residence fees will definitely be now used, this would mean a Damian Bone felt that since it is
ment grants for only about 70 closed, but he said, “It’s a very increased next year stated SRC minimum increase of 20 percent in the university that is spending the
percent of its budget. painful business.” Besides looking President Jim Smith in accordance next year’s tuition fees money that how it spend" it should

Further, said Anderson, there for ways of cutting costs, he said with the information he received if this were to follow a student in be investigated, 
will be over a five percent increase the university would take all from Brian Ingram, UNB reg- residence would have to pay Also a direct result from
in enrolment next year, meaning “responsible” steps to lobby the istrar. approximately $3,200 to cover all of budgetary limits was a memoran-
the grant will amount to less than a government into supplying more How much the increase will be is his expenses for the calendar year, dum sent to all of the professor on
one percent increase on a per money. not yet known but with the loss in
student basis.

Budget cuts will force fees up
i

It

The SRC’s answer to a possible campus. “Next year professors
The cuts only apply for the university revenue and the new increase in tuition fees next year will have to increase their

Compared with other provinces, 1976-77 academic year, and Ander- Saga food contract, the increase is was a unanimous motion to support workload more than 15 percent,”
New Brunswick institutions are son said he was hopeful similar expected to be fairly large,
being treated particularly hard, measures would not be taken for 
said Anderson, as the Nova Scotia
government is increasing grants UNB “can’t possibly afford’ 
by 13.9 percent and Prince Edward another similar cut.
Island 12.8 percent. Ontario is up
14.4 percent, Manitoba 13.8 percent does not “appreciate” the univer-
and Quebec 13.3 percent. In sity’s plight. He further accused
Alberta, the grants were increased the government of not accepting
11 percent together with the the recommendations of the
suggestion that tuition be increas- Maritime Provinces Higher Edu- paying university expenses. Next be joined with the sentiment of the paper."
edJ® percent. cation Commission, a body created year it is postulated that only 15 university administration in com- __________ „__________

Tuition fees represent 15.5 by the governments of the percent of the present tuition fee plaint to the provincial govern- recommendations will be put forth
percent of the university’s opera- Maritime provinces for the express would be available to be placed ment, said Peter Davidson, SRC by the university senate.

the present expression disappoint- the memo read, according to 
At the present time tuition is ment by UNB’s administration and Smith, 

the 1977-78 year. The president said exempt from the guidelines of the urge that everything possible to “We can’t look for a comprimise. 
"md •«—>* —Anti-inflation Board said Smith, change the situation be done. . If we wait, then next year we will

Smith based his information on a It was generally felt that all be faced with a tuition increase”
Anderson said the government letter he had received from the action should be taken against the said Smith.

National Union of Students execu- provincial government in the 
tive. matter.

Thirty-five percent of the tuition The action should not be taken cutback isn’t even finalized yet. We
fees now paid are used towards against the university but should should put something down on

Also commenting on the situa
tion, Allan Patrick said, “The

C.cation Commission, a body created year it is postulated that only 15 university administration in com- The SRC is waiting to see what
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cont’d from page 1

Anderson-6Public opinion is all important
MARCH 12, 1976

Mepl
The throne speech opening the^«■-president (adtninistration) “™rewer£r alm0reUU money" ‘’Tsîtement reïeÜch 3 b> pro^nce of^ew B^swiclTmay legislature last Tuesday attributed

James O Sullivan said 1 m -There’s a lot of noise in the the Association of Atlantic Univer- not accept even the commission's the restraints to limits placed on
sure what purpose would be serve , h sities expressed similar concern. (MPHEC) minimum recommend- contributions to post secondary

format? 7'TninJt ‘Sn/universities can survive ation, as present information education by the federal govern-
caDinet. unances lor more mu y b „ v on ^is vear s proposed budgets, a suggests, the New Brunswick ment.
are -remote, he said. O Sulli a Anfiprson sueeested the univer- continuation of this pattern would universities might face an even The Board of Governors meets 
said other groups, such as hospi a ,, mPHEC to conduct a have very serious long-term more difficult year than universi- March 23 at which which time
boards, school boards, and labou ^y seminar t0 explain to the effects on the quality and range of ties in the other Maritime financial problems will be

government the nature of the education in the region,” the provinces.” discussed,
problem.

‘‘Public opinion is all import
ant,” he said, cautioning against 
rash actions.

“I don t think the commission is 
going to take it lying down,” said 
Anderson.

New regulations regarding 
iarism were passed at 
Tuesday’s senate meeting, 
will appear in next 
calendar.

There was some debate ov 
report of the Student Standin 
Promotions Committee but 
adopted with very few 
Student senator Mike Mi 
said the regulations were to< 
as a student failed on a 
assignment may fail the < 
Therefore, he suggested 
students caught plagiar.zi 
allowed to submit a legi 
assignment. However, mos 
tors disagreed with this, anc 
rejected.

The report defined plagia 
the following way: “< 
verbatim or almost verbatii 
a source (such as copy 
material, notes, letters, b 
entries, etc.) without ackm 
ing this to be a quotal 
plagiarism. Also, taking 
someone else’s line of t 
argument, arrangement, a 
porting evidence (such

@1

Kennedy raps sexist scholarships
Discrimination by sex and those which are in direct Presently ID cards cost 50 cents 

The Federal governments anti- religion in respect to scholarships accordance with the human rights per card or a total cost of $2800. 
inflation program will not affect at UNB will be for the most part act will be accepted. One half of this cost is paid by the
tuition increases as this program halted, according to a letter sent to A last comment on the move, university, the other half £y the 
affects only increases where Gordon Kennedy by President Mike Bleakney stated. “We have student council, 
profits are being increased. John Anderson. got to kiss all the asses we can.” It is estimated that photo ID’s

Anderson also hinted at the Kennedy had informed Anderson Bleakney felt that if a person will cost in the range of $4,000 next 
meeting that the restraints might that there were several scholar- cannot give a scholarship accord- year (approximately 90 cents per 
hinder the university’s ability to ship awarded only to those of a ing to their own demands they card). Plasticized cards would cost

particular religion or sex. won’t give one at all. only 9 cents per card without the
It was decided that all scholar- Council also discussed the photo and a credit card type would 

ship whose benefactors are still feasibility of ID cards without cost only 13 cents per card,
living will be changed and only photographs. Presently the second biggest

tie-up at registration is the 
picture-taking for ID’s, according 
to administration, said Kennedy. 
Credit card type ID’s would 
greatly decrease the time factor in 
processing to approximately one 
third.

*]
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All BRUNSWICKAN stattmembers

ORIENTATION —must attend the meeting SRC foi
Notice: UNB Studentson Monday March 15 at 7:00pm By PAT POTTER

A motion to form a s 
committee on student a 
passed during the March ' 
meeting.

The committee compose 
students and one SRC rep 
live will be directly respoi 
the council. Its purposi 
research the present stui 
system and improve it.

The Student Aid Commi 
endeavor to make all I 
information available 
students at large.

The committee will 
present government polii 
propose alternatives.

It will also act in liason

i
By Who: Orientation Executive

For What: Joining new Committee members for 
Orientation ’76 - ’77 week.

When: March 17, 1976 at 7 :30 p.m.

Where : Tillev Hall, Room 303

jnRm. 26 of the SUB

■ gaÏËtythÉÂtrÉ
I 550 QUEEN
■ 455-6132

xiëS

■1■■■

I \«N
I

P.s. Remember to bring a pen or pencil!II They Look Like Rocks. 
Possess A High Intelligence.

Have No Eyes. 
And Eat Ashes.

They Travel In Your Car Exhaust 
They Make Fire...They Kill.

GAY?II UNB Art Centre PH
472-5695■ Light Sensitive Materials 

Workshop for Artists 

by Margot Lovejoy 

March 13 and 14

Sat. 10-12: Imagery for Light Sensitive Materials 
Sat. 2-4: Blue Printing (Cyanotype) of Pater 
Sun. 10 - 12: Making a Silkscreen Light Sensitive

The Public is Invited to Observe. No Admission 
Sponsored by the Canada Council, Beaverbrook Art 
Gallery and the UNB Art Centre.

i ++++++++

II
■

Pan<II
■

II By DAVE SIMM

Four panelists agreed 
night Maritime devela 
dependent on Maritime 
standing the “power r 
politics in Canada and t 
but could not concur on 
power lies.

The four included Un 
New Brunswick econoi 
Smith, St. Thomas 
economist Tom Good 
Provinces Economic C 
earch director Bruce I 
David Malcolm of the 
agriculture departmei 
development branch.

The discussion was 1 
second in four events sti 
8-11 as part of the 
University Service 
sponsored Developme 
ness Week.

Smith, who acted as 
concentrated on the 
issues of regional d 
criticizing the federal 
rial governments’ lack 
hensive policies integ 
ional improvement wit 
industrial scheme. De\ 
the region requires the 
of manufacturing

.Jm, 3k

II ART CENTRE6
W r

II !
The University Community 

is cordially invited to attend 

a reception for Margot Lovejoy 

at the UNB Art Centre,

...i

I Margot Lovejoy’s exhibition of silkscreens,
Homage to Neruda

continues in the Art Centre until March 31

Also showing: A Painter’s Pot-Pourri by Leo Ferrari and The 
Pewtersmith Studio Exhibition

I
■

II Memorial Hall

IWMWjI AVI m Saturday evening, March 13

from 8 to 10 p.m.

Margot Lovejoy's exhibition of

serigraphs, “Homage to Neruda

will be shown from March 9 to 31

She will be at the University to 
conduct a seminar in Light 
Sensitive Materials on March 13 
and 14, 1976.

Final 2 ShowsÇjne-Çampus ■ ’«s Sunday, March 14I m\ SHAMPOOTuesday, March 16Z PG| PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
— I y! y " . VL \ H, '!», - ' ■» «2 5I - Warren BeattyBLACK CHRISTMAS

shows at 7 and 9 Keir Dullea

(if this film doesn't make your skin crawl its on too tight)
■ now playing II

■■
mat. Sat. and Sun. 2pm II All Films Tilley Auditorium 7:00 & 9:00 $1.25

■ ■■■mm ■ t \•; i v, / i • , ; ; » ti i »
*

—«»
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6 too strict9Mepham says cheating regulations
New regulations regarding plag- example. stoMc bibliographies Se^St^u W S! Lllfl!' ^

iarism were passed at last etc.) without indicating such jjd prom0tiorî?eommittJe. which case the student will receive “The Committee will consider
Appeals will be accepted in an “F” on that assignment only. carefully cases involving apparent 

form™ (film writing within ten days of the date For second offenders, a recom- simultaneous offences to deter-

* -ffjflsrsfiSifSi- “£ ;ss r»,
will receive an “F” in the course university, the reason of expulsion concluded.

passed at last etc.) without indicating 
Tuesday’s senate meeting. These dependence, is plagiarism.

in next year’s general, submitting someone else’s 
work, in whatever

There was some debate over the workbook, artwork, etc,) 
report of the Student Standings and plagiarism.” This definition 
Promotions Committee but it was taken from the Glendon College 
adopted with very few nays.
Student senator Mike Mepham 
said the regulations were too strict the plagiarism is the result of a 
as a student failed on a major “genuine misunderstanding,” the 
assignment may fail the course, student may be permitted to 
Therefore, he suggested that submit a “genuine piece of work.” 
students caught plagiarizing be The students name will then be 
allowed to submit a legitimate given to the appropriate dean, and

will appear 
calendar.

was

calendar.
If an instructor is satisfied that Three-day registration suggested

The Senate task force on courses or sections which do not pen" approach used at the rink.

• reeistrar The registrar will then March 9th. eration include having students

msksbsee. aur-ASi ““ p,clure m,ehl
material, notes, letters, business offence, but a second plea of Wednesday, Thursday, and Fri ay Also, registration might be held The task force said that
entries etc.) without acknowledg- ignorance will not be accepted, the of registration week, or else jn a building where hallways could pre-registration by mail should not
ing this to be a quotation, is report says. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. be utilised as opposed to the “bull be considered for the 1976-77 year,
plagiarism. Also, taking over if the plagiarism is deliberate, on the first day, all freshmen 
someone else’s line of thought, then the student’s name will be WOuld register. On day two all
argument, arrangement, and sup- given to the registrar who will others in Arts, Business, Adminis-
porting evidence (such as, for notify him or her by registered tration, Education, and Physical

Education would register, and on 
the last day, all other students 
enrolled in Engineering, Forestry,
Forest Engineering, Computer 
Science, Science, and Nursing, 
would register.

other New Brunswick campuses, An?thfrp7i{WSaiirinSnl0hChnili1rnnn 
specifically the student aid com- registration through lunch hour o

A motion to form a standing mittees operating or presently registration day. 
committee on student aid was being formed at these universities. An information sheet would be 
passed during the March 7th SRC Since the last information on provided to each student and 
meeting. student aid was given out, the acedemic advisor explaining the

The committee composed of four university has lost over $2,000,000 registration process, 
students and one SRC représenta- in grants, according to Gordon finally the report suggested 
live will be directly responsible to Kennedy, vice-president of the Dre„roduced computer “course” 
the council. Its purpose is to SRC. There should be a continuing cards be given to acedemic 
research the present student aid flow of information to the students, advjsors to be given to students 
system and improve it. he said. reeistering in each course. “Prop-

The Student Aid Committee will Because of the strong feeling ® handled ” the report said, 
endeavor to make all pertinent about student aid raised by the ' ’ that pach
information available to the recent demonstration councillor this will en ' how jts i , *4 ‘‘-wmmMZJÊESM.
students at large. Allan Patrick stated he foundI it an(j sections are filling up ^^ënnydrive to assist Guatemalan recovery, due to continue today.

The committee will question hard to beheve that the student aid !,,slration proceeds and would had collected over $250 when The Brunswickan went to press Thursday,
present government policies and committee could remain unbiased as_regJ™°JBtudente could not Collection boothes are located in the Student Union Building and the St."saassa—-----  ----

However, some senators thought 
this would be confusing, particu
larly to first year students.

IS:
l

SRC forms aid group
m

By PAT POTTER
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Panelists divided on Canadian ‘power reality’
throughout Canada he told the 15 World under such a free enterprise This concentration of wealth is attention must be paid to popular 

,p including the nress-who system are punished for economic the basis for regional underdev- wants and nee s.

dependent on Maritimers under- sect0P here was important to tures only become more econom- Sy Seans everyone in the

NewSB™s“ïd—S"Sx "ScïSS,,”» Sdi «<»"<*., todom.re ton Jus. work to "°Pmenl'

Smith, St. Thomas University many components of the desired oward a balance of provincial generated from the smaller Benton also spoke in terms of
economist Tom Good, Atlantic comprehensive plan, many parts imports and exports . wealth generated irom economic development in his
Provinces Economic Council res- are still missing he said. Government ntervention in such tracts. opening remarks and said the
earch director Bruce Benton and Governments must become re- areas as agricmture nousing ana These |&rge |and owners influ- region needed to develop a 
David Malcolm of the provincial Sponsive, he continued, and textes,ne saw. couia esiamis enced and participated in nrovin- self-sustaining industrial base,
agriculture department’s rural Maritimers must exert greater businesses not in tne iraait onai ^ creatjng such legisla. These industries would have to be
development branch. pressure for development assist- sense of being protit^ma g tion as that which enabled them to labor-intensive, he said, in order to

The discussion was held as the ance on the federal bureaucracy but providing empmyme t, g buy railroads, have them charter- establish a residential market
second in four events staged March where the basis of power lies in this ^ting some revenue and pr d g ^ ^ receive government assist. n was also important, he said, to
8-11 as part of the Canadian country. This sense was musing 7n the ance, he said. This so-called free focus government incentives to-
University Service Overseas- This drew argumen from Good, ™s««s ™ * ■ enterprise system brought many ward a common goal “rather than
sponsored Development Aware- who said this power-the ability to «“sting s£Xneda “deoendent inefficient railroads into existence, having different departments al!
ness Week. influence political decision-making muctoDower some of which were later going in separate directions

Smith, who acted as chairman, and policy implementation-came y ( d , ^ ar^,mu. incorporated into national railroad Most importantly, he said,
concentrated on the economic from the larger corporations and ^id wealth tonus accumu systemg Maritimers haven’t developed
issues of regional development members of wealthier families in y Malcolm called for a compre- their most important resource, he
criticizing the federal and provin- the region. It is a fact, he sam, mai B ^ introduced the phrase hensive development policy, but said, the human resource. He said 
cial governments’ lack of compre- capitalism concentrates wealth heePpara. only after goals had been the region lags behind other
hensive policies integrating reg- and power phrased someone who said the established. Governments have provinces in education. SmithEssæsszssî e=mT=ea£ ;; — ÏSWXtoSïn" sconstruction and soonîbeMid!but signifient now „ in .he »ss,

By DAVE SIMMS
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Uncanny opportunity for summer employment Bruns /

Over 500 summer jobs will be available to male and female 
available with Connors Brothers in students.
Blacks Harbour this summer, Deadline for application is 
beginning in May, said a press Friday, March 19. Further m- 
release from Canada Manpower, formation is available at Man

datories are good” and ac- power, 
commodations will be available at Connors Brothers is the largest 
“a modest rate" of approximately fish processing plant in the world 
$25.00 per month, the release and is the main industry of Black’s 
continued. Harbour.

The jobs will include packers and ____.___ .
a variety of labour-type positions. Other summer employment 

The normal work week will be opportunities are being and will be
advertised at the Manpower office 
and students who have not secured

Financial limits on ne: 
honoraria were passed b> 
during Monday’s meetin|

The accepted recommi 
were those of an Ad Hoc 1 
Committee composed oi 
Kennedy, Tom Benjami 
David Miller.

Although most of the re 
dations of the commit 
followed, most of the c 
centered on the $60. ] 
installments suggested 
editor of The Brunswicka 
of the limit of $2,000 place 
payments, council low 
maximum to $1.500.

Asked why the honorai 
high for The Brunswick 
Tom Benjamin, presei 
stated, ‘‘There must 
method whereby a persoi 
take time from their 
This is an incentive and 
for the fact that the edit

SUB. Cafeteria
1130 /

'Kic&
130

Monday to Friday, eight hours per
day with occasional overtime . . . ,. .
opportunities on weekends. Shift their summer jobs should make 
work is involved use of the service provided, said a

According to Manpower, “The spokesperson for manpower, 
work is hard but profitable and “Registering with Manpower 
interested students should waste won’t guarantee you a summer job 
no time in contacting the Canada but then, it won t hurt you either! 
Manpower Centre in Annex B to the press release stated. It s just 
apply" The jobs are equally possible you may get a job!

Thurs.
> Marchpepperonl

\

1
76ground green

The UNB Biological Society

Crediibeef pepper
and

University of New 
registrar Brian Ingram 
explicit the procedi 
students must go throu 
theology courses at S 
University and have the 
toward their degree.

The Brunswickan Feb 
an article outlining the 
encountered by UNB i 
Rick Northrup to have 
for his STU courses incl 
transcript.

Ingram sent Nori 
following reply Feb. 26

Dear Mr. Northrup:
I am sorry for thi 

replying to your lett 
February, 1976. A 
pressing matters whic 
to be attended to were ii 
of your letter.

Students of the Ui 
New Brunswick who \ 
religion or theology co 
by St. Thomas Univi 
obtain the prior appr 
department in whicl 
majoring or in whic 
registered. They musl 
the prior approval of t! 
since under the genera 
of the University all 
credits from other 
must be approve! 
Registrar.

If, for example, a sti 
to take such a cours 
towards a B.A. 
following general poli 
adhered to by the Fa

The UNB Department of Physics 

presents

Dr. peter C. Beamish of 

The Bedford Institute of Oceanography 

Speaking on

Whales and Biological Sonar

mushrooms *
V

mozzerello V
cheese 1 whole

I I .9 pizza
with small 

beverage

rt
a Time - 7:30 p.m., Thurs., March 18, 1976 

Place - Coring Bailey Hall, Rm. 146.

for Only $1.99 “Coffee served afterwards.

ELECTION
An election for the illustrious position of Brunswickon Editor-In-Chief will be held Monday, 

Morch 15,1976, at 7 pm in SUB Rm. 26.

For those interested in running, applications must be submitted before noon Morch 15 

Next year the position will offer a weekly honoraria of $60 plus one-half tuition free.

Any inquiries should be taken to Tom Benjamin.

iss<
Jaye Horrocks, a rr 

nursing faculty a 
University will give a 
on rape at UNB in 
March 21.

Horrocks will spei 
Sunday in Room 105 « 
Hall on the topic 
four-letter word." A 
Rape - A Preventativ 
accompany the presi 

The presentation 
charge and open to 
members of the pub 

Horrocks earned 
rees in community t 
and psychiatric nu 
University of Calif 
chairperson of t

ALL staff MUST attend ! ! !

ELECTION
- w /v> w k •. < X ». . i "• %
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Brunswickan editor-in-chief to get $60 per issue
for the Director and $1,400

f EEÊEEEr3Ês^^n srssoTsss,rPE isnL’KS EEfTsES'E1 'jxttttsssi
™— -FIB?— ÊFEHBB «""B =2£33$S

Executive and the A.B. to Staff. rest °f the Executive and 
C.H.S.R. Honoraria shall be $500 Department Heads.

dations of the committee were or „ , „„„„ ^ , .
followed, most of the discussion awarded and not both. Blakeny comptroller plus $300.00 chairper- 
centered on the $60 per issue stated that an honorarium is for a sons (as many as 3) $100.00 per
installments suggested for the job well done. In the case of the person; council members. $100.00
editor of The Brunswickan. Instead entertainment officer this would 2
of the limit of $2,000 placed on these mean that if he does well he gets a 2
22 t0c7Si IOWml lhe S I "The Shining Star” (Chinese only)

bÿ£ 7= “fiding the ,0 per»», com- = (story of a boy brought up by the
Tom Benjamin, present editor, mission councillor Allan .Patrick - COMMUNIST Party Of ChllMl)
stated, “There must be some stated that this would provide 2
method whereby a person is able to incentive for the entertainment 2
take time from their courses.” officer. “Over the past year,” ■
This is an incentive and payment said Patrick, “there has been —
for the fact that the editor spends damn little done. ” —

FILM SHOW

"Tanzam Railroad Construction" 

E time: 1.30 pm, Sunday, March 14 

E place: Playhouse
Credit issue cleared

University of New Brunswick and the Registrar’s Office. If the « 
registrar Brian Ingram has made course would add to the student s — 
explicit the procedure UNB programme and if it could be - 
students must go through to take interpreted as a “philosophy of 2 
theology courses at St. Thomas religion or a “history of religion, ■
University and have these credited then approval would be given for ■ 
toward their degree. the course to be credited towards —

The Brunswickan Feb. 13 carried the B.A. degree. Courses dealing — 
an article outlining the difficulties with or emphasizing the doctrines —
encountered by UNB arts senior of any one religion would not be s sponsored by O.5.V.A.
Rick Northrup to have the credits approved.
for his STU courses included on his Of course, as in your own „ 
transcript. situation, a student could take a

Ingram sent Northrup the religion course from St. Thomas ______
following reply Feb. 26: University as an “extra , i.e. not

counted for credit towards a ■ 
degree. Approval would be requir- I

F Ilf fPS BbIISB JrSjt 5
“ta,itr,owerel,"lMahead | rnrnmmwmm‘GTS .Be UWvewU, 0, appeam on the UNB F H H T ► V T __ 'tANew Brunswick who wish to take transcript as do other St. Thomas I ■ H ■■ ■ P ^ | _ ™

««r*!SS! kmïekïcs • •111 * ^ * sHSS s
other St. Thomas Unworn,, 

registered. They must also obtain coursf* . ^ clearlv

skbssïNk: *às»£r?iS
must be approved by the 
Registrar.

If, for example, a student wished 
to take such a course for credit Yours sincerely, 
towards a B.A. degree the 
following general policy would be Brian Ingram 
adhered to by the Faculty of Arts Registrar

everyone welcome I

■ 5'
“Ç

Dear Mr. Northrup:

s

\o4° s
0o

s<?s ème.

/Z t
'0< . t»s |NA®*Assault on rape C°

e
Jaye Horrocks, a member of the program in nursing at Dalhousie k 

nursing faculty at Dalhousie University. . . .
University will give a presentation The presentation is being 

rape at UNB in Fredericton sponsored by the UNB Dean of 
March 21. Students’ Office in co-operation

Horrocks will speak at 2 p.m. with the student health centre.
Sunday in Room 105 of MacLaggan 
Hall on the topic “Rape is a 
four-letter word.” A film entitled,
Rape - A Preventative Inquiry will 
accompany the presentation.

The presentation is free of 
charge and open to all interested 
members of the public.

Horrocks earned masters deg
rees in community health nursing 
and psychiatric nursing at the 
University of California. She is 
chairperson of the graduate

S
on

Submit all entries to Howard 
Goldberg, SUB Director. 5

SsSB Sa1 Hey Howie! How about —
» Mother Goldberg's Cupboard?8 * SA S Jsl
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the straw that will break the student’s backAnd now • • •

»
By p BE!

afford to attend this university 
next year. If enrollment drops 
because of increased tuition so 
will the grant from the provincial 
government, but the overhead of 
the University will not be lowered 
by a reduction in the number of 
students 
immediately.

If the policies of the 
government continue in such a 
manner in the course of the next 
few years the university will 
return to the position of an elitist 
bastion of the upper classes.

The university administration 
has been placed in a precarious 
position by the actions of the
provincial government. The ad
ministration gave little support to 
the demands of students during 
the student aid campaign, .and 
now apparently it will try to 
justify substantial fee increases to 
students. "

The administration can no 
longer be considered the ally of 
students. When we needed their 
support most no help was
forthcoming. The administration 
inaction during the student aid 
campaign, open criticism of the 
occupation, and now, the attempt 
to finance the university to the 
detriment of all the individuals 
students reinforces the establish
ed fact that in the final analysis 
the administration lists students 
low in its system of priorities.
It is evident the administration 

to any lengths to
perpetuate the status quo - even
to the detriment of the student 
body.

We are not prepared to listen to 
talk of balancing a university 
budget by drastic fee increases 
and cutbacks of services. For once 
both the administration and 
students must combine their 
efforts to combat the provincial 
government's attack on the 
educational system of New 
Brunswick._____________

ed in an effort to reduce operating 
expenses.
This week the university senate 

entertained a proposal which 
would have closed the Saint John 
campus. This proposal comes 
only months after the Deutsch 
commission recommended an 
expansion of the services and 
facilities on that campus.

The provincial government 
does not seem to realize the 
serious repercussions which may 
be caused by their educational 
hatchet job. Only 70 per cent of 
the university's operating budget 
comes from the provincial 
government. The remaining 30 
per cent must be raised through 
tuition and other means. But the 
government's grant is tied to the 
number of registered students. If 
the university is forced to increase 
tuition fees dramatically many 
students will simply not be able to

evpfer

The government deigned to 
raise the operating budget of this 
institution by only 6.6 per cent, 
while other provinces are 
increasing operating budgets from 
between 11 per cent (Alberta) to 
14.4 per cent (Ontario).
The Maritime Provinces Higher 

Education Commission recom
mended university grants to total 
$53.5 million in New Brunswick. 
The government's response was to 
reduce this figure by $4 million, 
$2 million less than what Sister 
Catherine Wallace of the MPHEC 
calls a "survival level".
Obviously UNB will survive, but 

will it survive intact?

It appears that all remaining 
teaching personnel will be forced 
to drastically increase their 
classroom time next year. 
Cutbacks in services closure of 
buildings are also being consider-

It appears the inevitable has 
happened.

The provincial government's 
misguided and misdirected res
traint program has succeeded in 
making it even more difficult for 
students to finance a post-secon
dary education.

The limited provincial grant to 
the University of New Brunswick 
is forcing the administration to 
consider cutting back on services 
and increase both tuition and 
residence fees to balance its

at least not
Our provincial premil 

suicide has entered a r 
The provincial restrai 

: students to acquire an 
So far this year the | 

: repressive aid progra
announcement of unit

• calculated to force an
; The university’s resf
• has not been favoral 
; considering both a redi 
: fees.

1 feel confident that t 
: least a modicum of i
! certainly result in the c
• The students, again, w

The Hatfield governi
• for students in recent n 

the Centennial Buildin] 
student aid the provir 
nearby room that oi 
students. More than oi 
affected the university 
of meetings.

It is totally illogical t 
present economic si 

; accommodations are a 
; remain constant.

It appears inevital 
; compensate for increi 
; The increase is likely 
; system out of the mi 
; housing don’t appear i 
; to prevent the reocci 

housing shortage.
’. Increases in both re 

students from

budget.
This comes at a time when 

students can least afford an 
in educational costs 

dismal
increase
Already faced by a 
employment situation, inaction 

student aid proposal and an 
inflating economy students now 
have to cope with yet another 

in both tuition and

on

increase 
residence fees.
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• government’s steps 
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Making it more diffici 
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What will happen 
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Vice president Goi 

the last council me< 
discrimination in th 

: As Kennedy state»
• many of the scholar 

to limit applicants.
The criticism cem

• such a letter withoi
; wariness of interfei
; scholarship.
: . .Certainly an elecl
’. conduct business v
• council as a whole,
• . .Several councillo
• interfere in the awa 

set. Admittedly tl 
described as disast 
principles in fear

The results of Kei 
deserved praise, n 
request for an exai 

; will be taken to ir
• At present it api
; now deceased will
: will be approachi
: Future sponsors \
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One hunred and tenth year of publication. 
Canada's Oldest Official Student Publi
cation. A member of Canadian Univer
sity Press. The Brunswickan, "New 
Brunswick's largest weekly newspaper", 
is published weekly at the Fredericton 
campus of the University of New 
Brunswick. Opinions expressed in this 
newspaper are not necessarily those of 
the Student Representative Council or 
the Administration of the University. The 
Brunswickan office is located in the 
Student Union Building, College Hill, 
Fredericton, N.B. Printed at Bugle 
Publishing Ltd., Woodstock, N.B. Sub
scriptions, $5 per year. Postage paid in 
cash at the Third Class Rate Permit No. 
7. National advertising rates available 
through Youthstream, 307 Davenport 
Road, Toronto. Local ad rates available 
at 453-4903.
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ar Staff This week

i
Peter Krautle 
Lome McIntosh 
Pat Potter 
Pat MacFarland 
Due Doherty 
Michael Lenihan 
Tim Gorman 
Burt Folkins 
Brenda McVicar 
Jim MacLean

Tom Best 
Anne Harding 
Chris Hunt 
Dave Simms 
Alison King 
Carlotta Bulcock 
Linda Westman 
Jamie Ingrey 
Dawn Elgee 
Philip Wong

ADVERTISING MANAGER Don MersereauTom BenjaminEDITOR IN CHIEF

Pat KirkMANAGING EDITOR
AD DESIGN & LAYOUT Judy Orr

EDITORS
;

BUSINESS MANAGER Bob TremblayDerwin Gowan 
Jo-anne Jefferson 
Sheryl Wright 
Ed Werthmann

news
sports
inside
feature Sarah IngersollSECRETARY

Steve PatriquenPHOTOS
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Education books being destroyed
Mugwump 

™ bZ,am,n Journal : ™STa,V^ttbo^t°a tllj"1"0""15 aU8“rity coTernWh^°is1n charged ^

: happening taking place on our p™| concerned academic mem- 
i campus. How many students, ^ we would like to see this 
; faculty members and administra- Dractjce 0{ unnecessary wasteful- 
; tors are aware of what is going on v

Our provincial premier's apparent attempt to commit political : at the resource^centre,
! ^S^gr^i^r^^gtheabURy-lj

i StSoefnar !hisayqearrethengovernment has refused to improve their j their jobtotearDEC-Hied eXCCUtlVC 
: reproeuSncement «runi^rsUy "budge^allotTments “which1* seem • even if they are old editions. Many Editor V.P.-Programmer, Vice-president

! Hsa«?iEr£SS5!=---o*- j SÆŒ'k
• has not been favorable to students. The administration is . these if they knew about • nrmarotnlate the new executive include a tour through Dr. Everret

; sr*« • —**■ -,ervkes "d -,,u<tenl i «-s* trssfcSàis ssssyaü ns?
i .o*«ggragaraaJis Issssa*
I certainly mull in the curtailment .f need programs and services. ■ andto M™ tetey, P.uletle LeBlanche’ New members are always wel-

: ÏÆ. la* « concern i S*. “* "** ^ -«-“£ SSS, St “St - «
: for students in recent months. While hundreds of students occupied : tt seems urfa^ Uiatwlule we ^ bySherman Bastarche, wishes for the up and coming year.
: the Centennial Building in an attempt to alleviate the problems in . students and faculty pay Jgg P louche, Tanya ... and Ted
: student aid the provincial cabinet was preparing a budget in a . prices for text books ana other May Reg tjvel they ml the Past President

nearby room that only increases the financial hardships of • reading material req ,. positions of President, Internal John T. McCluskey.
• students More than one person has suggested the demonstration • older editions are being literal y po
; affected the university allotments that were decided in that series ;
: °f iUs totaUy illogical to ask students to accept increased fees in the :
: present economic situation. The cost of books, food and .

accommodations are all rapidly escalating, while student aid levels 
; remain constant.

It appears
compensate for increased food and operating costs.

: The :

! Sto^==S^C^Î==SSÏ ;
h°increasesliTboth residence and tuition fees will simply prevent j

; !
: unemployment level in a province currently with one of the highest .
i -TS Ï£T32«Ï and .her, I. a !
i .totîûge of university gradual here? Thai won't help the .

; unsm n" .»ui» - »....« -.....

: To the Academic Community,

• concern

B.A.M.
S.L.G.

Thanks past

inevitable that residence fees will be raised to j

residence
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Vice president Gordon Kennedy faced an unwarranted attack at :
• the last council meeting for his efforts to end sexual and racial .

1 •“tSSifiJSStlSSSSS-ab—; ! |: many of the scholarships offered here use discriminatory criteria ; |

l°The criticism centered on two points - Kennedy’s right to write ; 
letter without prior approval of council, an<? an :

of interfering with anyone who would deign to offer a .
: SC( ïta^ly an elected official of the student union has the right to j
I conduct business without having every letter approved by the ;

i C°s"veralS countillors said they felt students should not attempt-to ; 
interfere in the awarding of scholarships, no matter what criteria i 
set Admittedly the present economic situation can only be .

; described as disastrous for students, but do we have to ignore all .
; ‘’The result" îfKennSy’s tetter give further proof that his actions ;

i r^uesttor an wiaminationof'the^policy indicated that* ome steps j

i ^t^rSti" STvSVSZZ scholarships from donors j 
now deceased will not be changed. However, contemporary donors .

approached about eliminating discriminatory criteria. •
■ Future sponsors will be asked to eliminate racial, sexual and ;
: religious discrimination from any awards they would present.

*
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wariness
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NELSON (CUP) - S 
Dame UniveiNotre

worried about the effe 
announced closure of th 
sity on their future 
promises made by coas 
sities.

“This means that in 
half term to finish m; 
need at least a full yea 

as well

Photos by Tom BestInterviews by Sheryl WrightQuestion: Are you prepared to pay 
higher residence and tuition fees 
next year? mmm

■6 fi

more money 
time,” said fourth ye 
Jim Guilsdorf.

Education students 
planning to enter their ]
year next year will h 
transferring and gettin 
as some of the courses 
the program here an

sn
p
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Arts 2 Mike Gange

SPW: STU Arts 3W* ^ ■

BBA I Henry Geldarl
STU Arts 2 Anne MacDougall History iOTL 2 Karen Donovan

1 have to. I’m thinking of getting 
an apartment anyway.

Burt Stewart No. 1 can’t afford it.in fees wouldAn increase 
certainly help me decide to take a 

two off from studying.

No, because 1 don’t think 1 will
this

year or The UNB History 
will offer a preview < 
courses on Monday, M 
annual “information ! 
begin at 3:30 p.m. it 
Tilley Hall.

Instructors and set 
will be on hand 
information and ai 
specific courses as

first.

iTr
(4II *

« 5 /v. —r
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* s Educati*rY
88%^.. j

*■ a ^ X
Computer 3 S.E.2Tarfa EmmanuelJoanne Gallien

No. I’ll probably have problems 
getting a job next summer so I’m 
not in favour of increased fees. I’m around campus so an increase isn t 
in favour of free tuition. warranted.

BBA 1 The Education i 
be accepting nom 
the positions of vi< 
and treasurer unti 
1976.

Candidates mus 
bers of the socii 
education studenl 
tion papers must 
nominee’s name 
along with two sec 
of whom must be

SUB 10 Ginette Charron

No, because it’s not worth it.

Computer 4 Curly, Larry and Moette

I won’be here.
Christ, I don’t know.
I’ll be kicked out by then.

Charlie I don’t agree with the increase at 
all. I don’t appreciate the service

Oh man'.

111 Take an ui 
calculatorsi —
The HP-21 Scienti 
Calculator. $12$.

32 built-in functio 
Performs all log 
the latter in rai 
rectangular/ pola 
ister arithmetic; 
Performs all bas 
lions.

vSmM! I
%

HI”

jm■ The HP-22 Busin 
Pocket Calculate

I Procedures form 
calculations in 
owner's handbc 
computes disco

.I

WHEN TRAVELING OUTSIDE CANADA DON’T;
— Forget or lose your

identification (passport, or 
other)

— Fail to obtain a visa when 
required

— Violate local laws and 
offend customs and 
sensibilities

— Possess illegal drugs

Cam— Carry anything across an 
international border for
a stranger

— Work in a foreign country 
without permission

— Run out of money
— Deal in illegal currency 

or black market
— Fail to have a ticket ‘home’

i!m i
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Affaires extérieures 
Canada

External Affairs 
CanadaI* i
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Notre Dame students are worried about shut down
„ , , , a61e C.^ «» up,.! indued life- SrS'rjrSdnï't

NELSON (CUP) - Students at ferabto. we„ newspaper writer Linda Cregan. com ^ and feel free of

Wæé ss aüSTâ sssh she.-"
promise made by coastal univer- ,.1, wi„  

smvïï.»» -aa-r.a.'sgr 
EeouSd.rih ,ear s,udenl' k'ïs.tsj slns

Pldrgir.„iïSpSLS z
vear next vear will have trouble city. . .. .
transferring and getting full credit, Indeed, it is the Ration ^1C.^ 
as some of the courses required for has attracted many of the students 
the program here are non-trans- to Notre Daye University. Its

U**'. -

■ I||M

*\1
»V

Cabaret 
Silver Rain 

Mar. 8-14

History information session 
coming

!

presents(ft:
,1 EHistory Majors and Honours !hThe UNB History Department

SSSÏ SissK
begin at 3:30 p.m. in Room 124, tion over coffee.

Tilley Hall.
Instructors and senior students .

hand to provide All students considering one or 
and advice about more history courses for next year 

the are welcome to attend.

y lI ^en

! ‘ -ji T]

There is no obligation involved. !ii BIG SHOT NIGHTS

every Wednesday & Thursday 
8:30-10:00p.m.

Buy a double for the price of a single!

Everyday HAPPY HOUR - 11:00 6:00 

(55 cents)

mwill be on 
information 
specific courses as well as

\: il1 Ii
'

1 ■
!!M:Education nominations open mm

1 Listen to G.J.’s new sound system, with 
D.J.’s Jane & Carl. Non-stop music from 9 
’til 2!

COVER CHARGE FOR STUDENTS WITH I.D.’S, 

-MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

the Education Society.
Nominations may be dropp

ed off at the Education Society 
office or sent there via 
campus mail.

Both positions are for one 
year.

Questions should be directed 
to Tony Webb, Neville House, 
room 15, or David Porter at 
455-6967.

SKThe Education society will 
be accepting nominations for 
the positions of vice-president 
and treasurer until March 21, 
1976.

Candidates must be mem
bers of the society and be 
education students. Nomina
tion papers must contain the 
nominee’s name and year, 
along with two seconders, both 
of whom must be members of

ill MATINEE: Sat. 8. Sun. 3 p.m.

NOPML li

f tLb

E39
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Take an unhurried look at the uncompromising 
calculators from Hewlett-Packard STUDENT

ADDRESSES
compound interest;

annuities;percentages; 
remaining 
depreciation; statistics; accumu 
lated interest; rate of return; 
amortization; and more.

The HP-21 Scientific Pocket 
Calculator. $125.

32 built-in functions and operations. 
Performs all log and trig functions, 
the latter in radians or degrees; 
rectangular/ polar conversion; reg
ister arithmetic; common logs, etc. 
Performs all basic data manipula
tions.

balance;

The HP-25 Scientific Programmable 
Pocket Calculator. $195.

72 built-in functions and operations. 
Keystroke programmability. The 
automatic answer to repetitive 
problems.
Full editing capability.
Branching and conditional test 
capability.
8 addressable memories.

Please be certain that your address 

presently on file in the Registrar s Office 

is up to date. Otherwise your marks, as 

well as information onfall registration 

will be delayed in reaching you, or you 

may not receive them at all.

The HP-22 Business Management 
Pocket Calculator. $165.

Procedures for more than 50 different 
calculations in the remarkable 
owner's handbook. Automatically 
computes discounted cash flor;

Campus Bookstore
wm-C '

l '
l sJf -—4

vh * Ssl * 68 m eg /j
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32
' B ES H< Q

Hi H1 H H
q eg sa ea 
h ca h ea

Effective Monday, March 15th 

H.P. 21 Reduced in price 

In stock 1 only H.P. 65

Office of the Registrar
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CuthV i

Students demonstrate to stop university closure i

DENVER (CSP-CUP1 
hikes and budget ci 
giving an ugly edge to 
students hemmed in 1 
costs.

Although most s< 
staying tight-lipped 
budget for next year 
colleges that have put I 
on the line have bee 
angry rallies, threats 
student-staff strikes, 
tions that higher e 
becoming the domain

In Georgia, Illinois 
New Jersey, student! 
fronted administrator 
month over educatioi 
feel are becoming 
high. Shoving matct 
regents and students 
college presidents 
“recalling the mood ol 
have been the result < 
tuition hikes and layof 
faculty members a 
school.

Students hit with 
tuition increase durinj 
the University of Get 
an indignant crowd 
uary, protesting what 
a 25 percent incret 
tuition for the year, 
has skyrocketed, cu 
trimmed library hi 
services and faculty 
jobs on the campus.

A rally that drew 
faculty hit hard on t 
creases in tuition w< 
minority students. A t 
charged that tuition 
“come down hardest 
least able to pay.” Bli 
of the school’s student 
threatened to call I 
strike even if the rest 
government doesn’t i

At Trenton State Ci 
Jersey, students ant

NELSON (CUP) 
community support to p.event the 
possible closure of the only 
university in the British Columbia 
interior, students at Notre Dame 
University (NDU) took to the 
streets here February 13, carrying 
placards and distributing informa
tion to the community at large.

The march followed closely the 
announcement the same day by 
acting administration president 
Val George that NDU may be 
forced to close at the end of the 
current academic year. George 
said the provincial government 
had failed to guarantee continued 
funding beyond that time.

The government has not yet 
issued a definitive statement of its 
intention but local officials, 
students and NDU administrators

Seeking have begun the crusade against the 90 percent of its operating budget, 
government’s announcement.

about 500 students and 150 faculty.) president of the party promised 
While the faculty-student ration NDU would be retained as a 

is high, figures indicate the costs four-year university, 
per student are actually lower than 
for the coastal universities. The Nicholson, the NDP-MLA for the 
Council last year gave the public area, “it will be the biggest 
universities (UBC, Simon Fraser, betrayal of a community in the 
and the University of Victoria) $150 history of British Columbia.” 
million in operating costs for 
roughly 40,000 students or about non-government employer in Nel- 
$3950 per student. With $1.8 million son. 
for 500 students, Notre Dame’s 
ratio would be lower at $3600 per reiterated a common charge that 
student.

The Faculty Association of NDU disregard for the interior” were at 
(FANDU) immediately accused work, 
the Socred government of breaking 
faith and cutting off Notre Dame’s Geer and his deputy Walter 
funding to glorify the large Hardwick taught at UBC. McGeer 
universities on the coast. In the was unavailable for comment and 
campaigning prior to December’s Hardwick would only say it was up 
election Socred candidates and the to NDU’s Board of Governors to

negotiate with the Universities 
Council.

In a statement released by the 
student press in Nelson, the 
Executive of the Notre Dame 
University Board of Governors 
said “for twenty-five years Notre 
Dame College and - since 1963 - 
Notre Dame University has been a 
vital part of the educational and 
cultural life of the Kootenays, the 
withdrawal of government support 
will have a very serious impact on 
the community.”

And at the same time students 
from NDU have been meeting, 
demonstrating and gaining support 
for the continuation of the Interior 
University.

“We mean business”, said 
student union vice-president Rich 
Nevels. “The community needs us 
and we need the support of the 
community.”

The student union is prepared to 
launch a class action suit against 
the government if NDU students do 
not receive written guarantees of 
the validity of their degrees and 
transfer of credits, according to 
student president Andy Shaddrack.

At the same time he handed 
Last fall, student and faculty jurisdiction for NDU over to the 

pressure managed to turn back two Universities Council of B.C. 
plans by the then NDP govern- (UCBC). 
ment: first to close the university

“If NDU is closed”, said Lome

But at that time the Council, 
and later to turn it into an which had been responsible for 
extension of one of the coastal distributing funds only to the three 
universities. public B.C. universities, had

The NDP finally conceded to the , already submitted its budget and 
further development of a full according to Chairperson William 
university for the interior, but Armstrong, failed to get even that 
failed to initiate any legislation to amount from the government, 
that effect before the Social Credit He said the Council has no money 
Party defeated them in the recent for NDU and has not asked the 
B.C. election.

In late January, new Social

NDU is the second largest

In a press release, FANDU

coastal domination and “complete

government for more.
“It’s strictly a matter of 

Credit Education Minister Pat efficiency,” Armstrong said in an 
McGeer announced he was discon- interview. “The costs per student 
firming the government’s annual are somewhat higher at a small 
grant to NDU, which last year university.” (Notre Dame is a 
amounted to $1.8 million, and about private university at present with

Both Education Minister Me-

Now, more than ever 
the RCMP offers 

a rewarding career
If you’ve ever considered a career in law 

enforcement, now s the time to talk to the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police The 
opportunities have never been 
greater

Ik £ /1 r>

For instance the RCMP is 
accepting applications from both 
men and women, married and single 
And the salary scale has increased 
considerably It starts at $12,000 per 
year ($230 weekly) with regular 
increases to $16,100 ($309 weekly) 
in the first four years

If accepted as a member of the 
Force, you'll receive intensive 
training in all aspects of police 
work such as law, investigation, 
first aid and community relations. 
Then you'll be posted to a 
detachment where there's every 
chance to put your knowledge 
and talents to work; to earn 
promotion and, egually 
important, be proud of what 
you're doing for yourself and for 
Canada as a member of one of 
the finest police forces in the 
world
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Food is fluf \ *
?■

OTTAWA (CUP) - According to 
the president of the Canadian 
Restaurant Association a lot of the 
so-called “flu” attacking Cana
dians this winter is really food 
poisoning, and Canada s restaur
ants are responsible.
“Dirty spoons, spotty glasses, a 

guy preparing food with an open 
cut on his hand, cups turned upside 
down on the table, any of these is 
enough to give you a good dose of 
food poisoning”, James Rae said in 
a February 18 interview for the 
Ott.. wa Citizen.

Rae, who was in Ottawa to open 
the association’s Ottawa Office, 
also condemned the industry for 
serving unneccessarily large help
ings and for continually being 
inconsistent in their preparation of 
meals.

According to Rae, a recent 
survey in the United States showed 
an estimated 90 percent of the 
country’s restaurants did not 
measure up to the government’s 
minimum health standards. Al
though no study has been 
conducted in Canada, Rae said he 
suspected the situation was much 
the same here.

Customers should have . no 
hesitation about reporting spotty 
dishes or silverware, a waitress 
putting her hands to her face or 
hair, a filthy washroom, ’ or 
anything else that makes them 
uneasy, he said.
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mf'jSo if you re a Canadian 
citizen 18 or over and 
in good physical 
condition think 
about a career 
with the RCMP

Call or write À
your nearest ■
office or use the 
coupon Wed 
like to tell you 
more
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THE COMMISSIONER, R.C.M. POLICE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A 0R2

NAME........................................................................

ADDRESS ............................

The RCMP 
It could be for you
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Cutbacks and tuition hikes hit Midwest Statesi

DENVER (CSP-CUP) - Tuition gearing up for a strike on March 15 gut what advances blacks and 
hikes and budget cutbacks are to protest tuition increases of $265 latinos have made in higher 
giving an ugly edge to the mood of and staff cutbacks that could send education”, according to black ^ 
students hemmed in by spiraling 80 faculty members into the State Senator Richard Newhouse.

Other colleges and universities Paulstreets. Chancellor Ralph Dungan 
was struck with eggs as he will probably be keeping any

costs.
Although most schools are

staying tight-lipped about their explained the school’s $1.5 million tuition increases under their hats 
budget for next year, American budget cutback for the coming until later this spring, after regents ^ 
colleges that have put the bad news year. Along with the 80 faculty and administrators have a chance *
on the line have been met with members, about 1,000 students to figure out the difference *
angry rallies, threats of combined would be cut from the school to between their proposed budgets 
student-staff strikes, and accusa- stretch available money farther. and the amount state legislators 
lions that higher education is A letter to the editor of the have actually given them. But if 
becoming the domain of the rich. Trenton Signal, the student news- private schools’ proposed tuitions

In Georgia, Illinois, Ohio and paper, derided the cost hike and are any indication, the outlook
New Jersey, students have con- cutbacks as reflecting ‘‘the trend won’t be good,
fronted administrators in the past in higher education that is going to Private institutions that have 
month1 over education costs they make it available only to the rich, announced tuition increases for

next year are upping the ante 
An angry crowd gathered outside about eight to ten percent. Total

Burden Ltd
w

275 Queen St. 
Fredericton N.B. 
454-9787

sales
service

rentals
Business Machines

Office Furniture
feel are becoming prohibitively as it used to be.” 
high. Shoving matches between
regents and students, egg-pelted a regents meeting at Kent State educational costs at Princeton will 
college presidents and rallies University in Ohio earlier this go up eight percent, Harvard is 
“recalling the mood of the sixties” month, protesting a $45 per year jumping 8.4 percent to $6,430, 

have been the result of 25 percent tuition increase. A shoving match Dartmouth will be up 10.8 percent X 
tuition hikes and layoffs of up to 80 broke out between students and a and the University of Southern 
faculty members at a single regent attempting to enter the California about 9.3 percent, 
school. meeting room. Six campus police

Students hit with the second held about 60 protestors back, but 
tuition increase during the year at the short scuffle sent one of the 
the University of Georgia formed police to the hospital with bruises, 
an indignant crowd in mid-Jan- Students at Kent State suggested 
uary, protesting what amounted to that instead of raising the tuition, 
a 25 percent increase in their the regents put a $25,000 ceiling on 
tuition for the year. While tuition salaries and consider trimming the 
has skyrocketed, cutbacks have amount of money going to 
trimmed library hours, health intercollegiate ahtletics. 
services and faculty and student 
jobs on the campus.

A rally that drew students and following a suggested tuition 
faculty hit hard on the èffects in increase that would have students 
creases in tuition would have on paying one-third of their educa- 
minority students. A black speaker tional costs. Black spokespersons 
charged that tuition hikes would called the tuition increase an 
“come down hardest on the people “immediate disaster for blacks 
least able to pay.” Black members and other minorities.” 
of the school’s student council have A long range tuition plan for the 
threatened to call for a tuition state's public colleges would 
strike even if the rest of the student increase tuition by over $300 in 
government doesn’t agree.

At Trenton State College in New with halts in expansion of facilities 
Jersey, students and faculty are and hiring threaten to “completely
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NUS loses Manitoba &

*

WINNIPEG (CUP) -- Students at decided in a federal or federal- 
the University of Manitoba voted provincial context, 
overwhelmingly February 26 not to 
join the National Union of money which students would pay

as NUS members would be better 
In a referendum held at the same used to “support Festivals or 

time as elections for student expand the pub” rather than “for 
council president, students voted some union in Ottawa.”

Another major issue raised by 
$1,000 fee necessary to join the the anti-NUS group was the change 
national union.

Although both presidential can- sible and frequently raised its fees 
didates supported NUS, the student without notice, 
council gave no leadership on the 
issue and financed both pro and 
anti-NUS campaigns.

The article contended that the

If you are an engineer this 
chair could be yours.

Students.

;

2127 to 1227 not to approve the

that NUS was financially irrespon- This is where you could find yourself if you become a 
Maritime Engineering Officer in today's Canadian Armed 
Forces. The Master Engineering Control centre of one of our 
new DDK 280 Destroyers.

No boilers. No stokers. No sweat!
The power within these beautiful ships comes from jet 

turbine engines. The machinery that heats, cools, ventilates 
and provides water throughout these ships is the latest.

Maritime Engineering Officers on these ships work 
with some of the most sophisticated equipment in the 
world...with expertly trained men who are as proud of 
Iheir work as they are of their ships.

If you’re studying engineering, think about 
this Officer's job. It's a very special one. It could 
take you anywhere in the world!

if
The anti-NUS group criticized 

NUS for having a cash shortfall
The anti-NUS campaign, organ- last summer and the resulting 

ized by two students, one a staffer $30,000 loan the national loan 
with the student newspaper, The needed from its members to 
Manitobian, consisted of posters, finance operations.

NUS explained at the time that 
age of why students should not join the demands being placed on the 
NUS.

An interview between 
Manitoban staffer and the other needed until the fee increase from 
leader of the anti-NUS campaign 30 cents per students to $1.00 per 
which appeared in the paper the student was passed by referendum 
week of the referendum argued at local campuses, 
that students should not vote for 
NUS because the provincial fees frequently and without notice 
government “is entirely responsi- is baseless, since the 30 cent to 
ble for education spending”, so $1.00 increase is the first since the 
NUS, as a federally oriented organization was set up in 1972, 
“lobby group”, would be lobbying was approved at NUS confer- 
for nothing, it stated.

The article failed to note that 
more than 50 percent of the funding NUS spokespersons. 
for the province’s post-secondary The pro-NUS campaign was 
sector comes from the federal badly organized and unable to get 
government, and that student its message across to students, 
loans and aid policy in general are according to a NUS spokesperson.
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pamphlets and newspaper cover-
’m'O.*

organization exceeded its fee 
the revenue, and that more money was GET

INVOLVED 
WITH THE 
CANADIAN 
ARMED 
FORCES

The charge that NUS changed its
Directorate of Recruiting & Selection, National Defence Headquarters, 
3ox 8989, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2

Please send me more Information about opportunities 
in the Canadian Forces of Maritime Engineers.

ence, and must be passed by 
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Red-Blue Tories Fight It
with some delegates and observers even 
stealing them off each other’s coats.

Moe Koffman performing with the “Boss 
Brass”.

The women hosting Hellyer’s hospitality 
rooms were pictures of . beauty and poise. 
Few people seemed to discover that the 
young women in question were there not for 
the politics but for the fees paid by the 
charm or modelling agencies which 
employed them for the candidates.
The most ingenious campaign was run by 

Flora McDonald who throughout was able 
to maintain an illusion that she was a poorer 
candidate with not much to spend.

Her free meals were restricted to a “soup 
kitchen” with Flora. One of those dishing 
out the soup was Mayor Crombie of Toronto. 
There were few “Flora” posters but her 
buttons were the most ingenious of the 
convention. One, which pictured her and Sir 
John A. McDonald in the same frame, 
became a collectors item far before any of 
the other buttons were all given out. 
Competition for the buttons became fierce

By Keith Reynolds 
Canadian University Press

OTTAWA (CUP) - The Ottawa Civic 
Centre was reminiscent of the gunfight at 
the OK corral, February 21, as Canada’s 
Tories lined up behind their choice of 
leader. While Joe Clark may have played 
Wyatt Earp by ending up on top, Claude 
Wagner, unlike the Daltons and Brian 
Mulroney, did not end up in the 
Conservative Party’s Boot Hill.

msMUSIC TOO

INEntertainmentwise, Flora was no slouch 
either, providing John Allen Cameron 
followed by a good rock band in the same 
night.
Musically, Jim Gillies provided the 

conference with the “Climax Jazz Band,” a 
group which performed often for him during 
the conference and Mulroney presented 
Ginette Reno and buses to and from the 
convention to hear her.
Joe Clark gave a campaign of an even 

lower key than Flora. He gave out rather 
common looking buttons and yellow scarves 
which also disappeared in short order, 
perhaps an indication of coming things.
Jack Horner, a man not expected to do 

well, provided a large presence at the 
convention. His campaign was the only one
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Canadian University Press
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Diefenbaker-Stanfiel 
Tory” split within th

uncaring an attitude towards the “losers” 
OTTAWA - When you come right down to who make up the majority of the population

it, what difference does it make who is is political suicide. If the Tories were thrust
national leader of the Progressive into power tomorrow there is nothing they
Conservative Party? Canada’s right-wing could do to change that, even if they were
populist parliamentary coalition, hopeless- led by John A. MacDonald himself,
ly divided as it is, had the greatest difficulty 
getting elected in sufficient numbers to 
form a government. And when it does 
achieve power, the Party’s lack of positive national governments means that their
political purpose renders it incapable of antics are, and will continue to be, largely
doing more than reacting to the given irrelavant to the course of events which
situation and attempting to contain and 
forestall changes which will inevitably 
occur anyway.
The reason for the PCs’ lack of political 

purpose is not hard to find. It is comprised 
of people who only commonality is their 
over-riding concern for self-advancement 
and their shared but obsolete conception of 
the “free-enterprise” system. Translated 
into politics their common purpose is the 
preservation and extension of the social 
conditions they see necessary for self
advancement—an unlittered market place, 
absense of government regulation, *ew 
social programs (to protect “incentive”), 
low taxes, and the like. When these 
conditions are present, they call it 
“liberty”. And to hell with the social cost of 
that “liberty”, and to hell with the “losers” 
who can’t make it/
It is the obsolescence of their political- 

economic ideal which makes the PC’s the 
favorite of the populist right and dissenting 
liberals, but which also prevents them 
from achieving the degree of corporate 
support the Liberal Party enjoys. While the 
Tories harangue about unemployment 
insurance benefits and forcing people out to 
work, the Liberals and their powerful 
friends know well creating unemployment 
is just one of the mainstays of modern 
economic policy. They also know that too

BIONIC MAN
Observers had speculated the free 

spending of money by some of the 
candidates would have a big effect on the 
toutcome of the election. One candidate, 
Brian Mulroney, spent enough money 
throughout the five-month campaign to get 
himself tagged as the “bionic man”. 
Mulroney people utilized almost every 

gimmick imaginable to place his name 
before convention delegates. They were 
offered Mulroney matches, Mulroney 
scarfs, Mulroney sports jackets and skirts 
along with the usual collection of badges, 
stickers and banners. He impressed 
delegates with a colour T.V. projector with 
a four-by-five-foot screen.

Mulroney also provided delegates, 
alternates, observers, media and the many 
freeloaders who attend all Ottawa political 
functions with two fine meals, including one 
sponsored by supposed “Westerners for 
Mulroney.”

Not all of Mulroney’s spending was 
helpful to him, however. Supporters of Paul 
Hellyer were reported to be the first to 
discover that Mulroney stickers, if folded 
the right way could be made to spell the 
word “Money”. Hellyer was easily one of 
the convention’s biggest spenders. He had 
imported expensive audio-video units for 
use in the hotel.' and at the convention 
centre.

Gimmicks were less popular in the 
Hellyer campaign but he restricted himself 
to the more usual badges, posters, stickers 
and hats. .

Saturday night he held a dance attended 
by more than 1,000 and featuring 
“Liverpool”, a group which does a very 
danceable imitation of early Beatles, and

Consequently, the electoral weakness of 
the Tories combined with their inability to 
do more than react when they do form
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Fight It Out At OK Corral
which seemed to have free booze openly 
available. On Friday afternoon Jack 
McPartlin, a well-known Ottawa entertain
er who plays organ at the Chateau Laurier, 
threw a party for Horner. The two had been 
friends a long time and McPartlin 
entertained in a hotel lounge for free. He 
also bought anyone who wandered into the 
room five drink tickets at a $1.60 each. The 
room was full.
Later Horner offered Ian Tyson and the 

Great Speckled Bird at one hotel and 
country and western singer Tommy 
Common at another simultaneously.
Horner’s supporters were those most 
obviously displaying their politics at the 
convention.
A Canadian University Press reporter was delegates ballot. A delegate, it is argued,

asked by one Horner man, “Canadian would not necessarily vote to someone who
University Press? Is that one of those provides the best entertainment. But they
commie, pinko faggot organizations? Or is won’t vote for someone who doesn’t look like
that one of those NDP organizations where a winner. If the candidates hospitality
they’re too chicken to admit they’re suites are empty, chances are they won’t

get many votes either.

commies?”
The questioner, an Ottawa man, later 

observed that if only salaries were cut by 30 
percent, there would be jobs for all.
The abrasiveness of the Homerites on 

issues such as capital punishment and 
social services was partially overcome by 
their willingness to invite people into their 
rooms for a drink.
Horner was not the only one pourL * free 

drinks. Lincoln Alexander, the H- milton 
Conservative MP responsible for ensuring 
the convention rule that no candidate was 
buying free liquor for delegates said that at 
least two people had to be warned.
But it is said by some that the convention 

hoopla does not decide a convention

)bservers even 
r’s coats.
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shape this country. If the Party itself is of 
little consequence, then who they call leader 
is equally unimportant, and the process by 
which that leader is selected more 
unimportant still.
And yet, Canadians coast to coast have just 

suffered through months of news coverage 
about this process, culminating in a 
four-day media binge the weekend of the 
leadership convention. The coverage given 
the campaign never evaluated or question
ed the significance of the event itself, but its 
extent created the impression that it ranked 
second in importance only to the building of 
the CPR. When the content of that 
campaign and the coverage is considered, 
however, it only confirmed that there was 
very little at stake for anyone other than the 
candidates and their friends.
Consider the absence of substantive issues 

in the campaign. While Canada is being 
ripped apart by a program of income 
controls and the suspension of collective 
bargaining, the biggest single economic 
issue for the PC’s was people without jobs 
receiving unemployment insurance bene
fits. Although nothing of substance was said 
about creating employment, there was 
plenty of talk about making things tough for 
the unemployed.
What about corporate power, foreign 

ownership, control of resource develop
ment? Nothing memorable, nothing signi
ficant. nothing really worth reporting. The 
candidates dealt with these matters under 
the general banner of opposing “Trudeau 
Socialism”, which gives some idea of the 
silly rhetorical level of debate as well as the 
candidates basic avoidance of facing up to 
what is actually happening in this country.
What was reported? Basically, the 

Diefenbaker-Stanfield, “Blue Tory - Red 
Tory” split within the party; speculation on

s the “losers” 
the population 
ies were thrust 
s nothing they 
n if they were 
himself.
1 weakness of 
eir inability to 
they do form 
ns that their 
: to be, largely 
events which

which candidate would be the best speaker, 
legislator, vote-getter; what influential 
Tories were supporting which candidate; 
the financing of the campaign; and 
speculation on the possible mood of the 
delegates to the convention.
The absence of any content in the 

campaign thus resulted in the media 
focussing on the process of the campaign. 
By the time of the convention so little of 
significance was occurring that the process 
of the convention, the number of banners, 
buttons and bands, the free-booze 
prohibition, and other incidentals became 
the main news items.
The crowning achievement was reached 

when media coverage of the convention 
became a major item of media coverage. 
How many reporters were to be on the floor, 
how they were to cover the story, how many 
miles of wire were to be strung, all became 
news items as the “big day” approached. 
The day before the convention opened the 
Ottawa Citizen outdid all others by running 
as its main story a huge front-page photo of 
Lloyd Robertson and Don McNeil sitting in 
the CBC’s polygonic plexiglass studio (take 
that, Walter Cronkite) which towered over 
one end of the convention floor. So hard-up 
were the media for anything of any 
significance to report that they were finally 
reduced to reporting about reporting.
All of this came together to create the 

unavoidable impression that, indeed, 
something important was going on, unless 
you asked yourself the question “What 
difference does it make who is leader of the 
Progressive Conservative Party?” _
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The candidates’ main election speeches 
Saturday had a significant effect on the 
vote. Hellyer and Mulroney were obviously 
the big losers while the big winner 
Wagner. Mulroney, the charisma candi
date, gave a very weak speech saying little 
and saying it poorly. Hellyer said too much. 
“I would not want to see a red tory tail 
swinging a true blue conservative dog,” he 
said to a mixture of cheers and boos as the 
attempted to explain why it had taken him 
so long to switch from the Liberals to the 
Tory party.
Wagner also explained why and how he 

had switched from the Grits. But he did it so 
smoothly it was almost unnoticeable. He 
also called for unity in the party as he tried 
to present a more acceptable image to those 
to the left of him in the party.
“The future of the party is not to the 

extremes,” he told delegates who were 
obviously more interested in this than 
Hellyer’s seeming call for disunity.
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Boot Hill Just A Breath
Away
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CITY FLIGHTS! Study Bli 
campus with a new perspec 
hour flying over Fre 
Mactaquae areas for only $5 
necessary to fill aircrafl 
cameras! Afternoons and w 
- inquire about weekend fligl 
Centres. Save hours of driv 
$35.00 return]. Call: Bill G 
after 6.

votes. But Stevens surprised many by 
jumping in the first ballot. And instead of 
supporting Wagner, another right winger, 
he supported Clark, considered moderately 
red as Tories go.
Stevens had always maintained the next 

election could be won without Quebec but 
when he moved to Clark more than one 
delegate remarked that they were looking 
at Canada’s next finance minister.
Hellyer too did not wait for the second vote 

In spite of finishing well ahead of McDonald 
he lost no time in throwing his support to 
Wagner, surprising some of his own 
workers at the speed, if not the choice. 
Other candidates dropped and most 

supported Clark. When the second ballot 
came there were really five candidates left. 
McDonald came up only slightly as did 
Mulroney and Horner. Clark passed 
Mulroney and McDonald threw Clark her 
support. Both McDonald and Clark had 
been fighting for the third place spot in the 
hopes of his bandwagon.
Horner threw his support to Wagner at this 

time, a move which surprised many of his 
western supporters who though he would 
support fellow Albertan Joe Clark rather 
than go with the politics of the French 
Canadian. Many of his supporters went with 
Clark.
Mulroney was obviously going nowhere, 

but he resisted pressure to jump either way 
before the third ballot. On it his 
Newfoundland support deserted him for 
Clark and Clark gained further on Wagner. 
Mulroney was the only one who did not 

throw his support either way. This was a 
good move, some speculated, guessing that 
Mulroney would be finished if he went 
against fellow Quebecer Wagner. There was 
also no guarantee he could move his support 
to Wagner, so he risked throwing his 
support one way and then being caught with 
his pants down when his supporters went 
the other.
Supporting Wagner would have been a bad 

idea, the fourth ballot showed, as Clark 
pulled ahead and beat Wagner by 66 votes. 
To Bryce Mackasey, Liberal cabinet 

I minister, observing the convention at the 
centre, this must have seemed like a deja 
vu. Mackasey was the man who convinced 

J Wagner to greet Bourassa on the stage 
when Wagner lost the Quebec Liberal 
leadership and was left suspicious of the 
results. ♦

B Horner provided more convention enter- 
tainment during and after the balloting. He 

I* told reporters he was not a very gracious 
loser. He proved it by throwing a television 

W camera on the floor. Horner was not happy
■ about shaking the hand of Clark, a man who 

had organized against the leadership of his
g mentor John Diefenbaker. The Chief also 
B did not look thrilled. He had thrown his 

support to Wagner after Horner dropped.
■ Horner blamed the media for his loss. The 

following morning he told reporters while
B his decendents would fight for their country 

they would never fight for freedom of the 
press. There was no such thing he said. He 
accused the press of saying he wore cowboy B boots and couldn't spell. He demonstrated 
his spelling to one reporter by telling him 
that he would spell one media mogul's name 
starting with a P, ending with a K, and 
putting a r-i-c in the middle.

Wagner gave an effective presentation 
with not a word out of place. His speech in 
English was very good and when he spoke in 
French it was obvious even to those who 
couldn’t understand that the man was an 
orator. Some had thought he would lose 
votes by appearing arrogant in this speech 
but instead his obvious mastery of the scene 
must have gained votes.
Thursday night was the time of 

Diefenbaker’s main speech and many people 
had expected the Chief to toss thunderbolts 
at those in the party who had opposed him in 
1%7. Instead he gave not one of his best 
speeches attacking Trudeau’s trip to Cuba. 
Because the speech was given by an elder 
statesman, however, it was immediately 
accorded the status of a speech by an elder 
statesman.
Robert Stanfield’s Friday night speech had 

more meat. He thanked The Chief for going 
easy on him “last night” and proceeded to 
attack the group of right wingers who made 
his life as leader miserable. He said that 
disunity in the party had to be stopped and, 
if a few of the players had to be put on the 
bench for not cooperating, so be it. If they 
didn’t cooperate on the bench they should be 
put on “waivers”, he advised delegates. 
Hellyer was one candidate ready for 

victory. On Sunday, election day, he had an 
enormous pile of extra Hellyer posters 
ready. They weren’t needed.

VOTES

FOR SALE: One pair Ski 
excellent condition. Man 
Mackenzie House. Phone «'© FOR SALE: Forum Note 
Excellent for review. T 
Macbeth, Othello, Gulliv 
Bleak House. Monarch No 
Part 2. Coles Notes: Mach 
Part 1, As You Like It. Norte 
English Literature Volume 
454-1294.

Meli «!
The extreme right of the party was not 

happy with Clark, as Horner demonstrated. 
But two hours after his election Clark 

made it clear to reporters he intended to 
take the line Standfield had put forward in 
his Saturday speech. He said his line in 
caucus would be tougher and bad team 
players might finally find themselves on the 
bench.
He started to move quickly. Monday 

following the conference one of the 
Conservative Party’s functionaries 
overhead to say, as he rode an elevator up to 
Clark’s office, that his office had been 
informed that from not on it was to be Mr. 
Clark, no Joe.
Clark will also face pressure from those 

who will present his victory to Quebecers as 
another example of the Conservative 
Party’s dislike of French Canada. This was 
the line taken in a front page story in 
Montreal’s English language Montreal 
Gazette. The French language papers, 
however, all ran articles suggesting this 
was not the case. Even the separtist paper, 
“Le Jour”, ran the story with the headline 
“Non pas le Quebec contre le Canada, mais 
la droit contre les autres.”
The Liberal party is likely to try to 

capitalize on an suspected anti-French 
sentiment by the Conservative party, as 
they have so successfully done in the past. 
Since Clark and his more decentralist 

philosophy is likely to have a wide appeal, 
especially in the West, it has also been 
speculated that prime minister Trudeau 
will try very hard to discredit Clark over the 
next two years. Even members of the 
Parliament who have seen the two 
perform in the house concede that if this is 
the case, Trudeau will likely make 
mincemeat of Clark.
Trudeau was certainly less than glowing 

when he discussed Clark as a new leader 
with the media. He also lost no time in 
pointing out rifts which already exist 
between Clark and the right of his party. 
When pushed in question period by Calgary 

Conservative Eldon Wooliams as to whether 
the vote in the house on the abolition of 
capital punishment would be a vote of 
confidence in the government, Trudeau 
replied that perhaps the Conservatives 
“can decide in their caucus if they want to 
make following him (Clark) on this vote an 
issue of confidence in their leader.”
Clark is an abolitionist while most of his 

party clearly is not.

LETHBRIDGE (Cl 
principal of Lethbridg 
Institute banned distri 
student newspaper 
nearby University ot L 
his school because it 
reprint of the 1960’s 
student power, “The 
Nigger.”

The article, which c< 
status of students in 
institutions to “niggers 
South of the US, we 
“pornographic”, and 
written by a psychopa 
ing to school principa 
Guenter. '

Guenter said he does

was

The first ballot gave Wagner 531 votes, 
well ahead of Mulroney, then Clark, Horner, 
Hellyer and McDonald. Sinclair Stevens, a 
right-wing candidate whom some had seen 
as a dark horse, because of his acceptability 
as a right-wing alternative to Hellyer and 
his disunity and Francophone Wagner, 
found himself behind McDonald, who 
was lower than was expected with 214 votes.
Then Stevens broke the log jam. Few 

delegates had expected many candidates to 
drop on the first ballot. Only one, Grafftey, 
had received less than the necessary 75
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Classifieds
\

CITY FLIGHTS! Study Blues?! View the 
campus with a new perspective! Spend an 
hour flying over Fredericton and 
Mactaquae areas for only $5.00. Groups of 3 
necessary to fill aircraft. Bring your 
cameras! Afternoons and weekends. ALSO 
- inquire about weekend flights to Maritime 
Centres. Save hours of driving. [Halifax - 
$35.00 return]. Call: Bill Gillies, 357-8161, 
after 6.

GAY? Phone 472-5605. Best time to call, 5. 
7 or after 11:00.

yours. Interested? Write: HMCS Bruns- 
wicker, care of The Bruns, or visit Room 
33, SUB, on Thursday nite between 7:00 and 
9:00 p.m.
PENNIES FOR GUATEMALA: Anyone 
who is interested in joining a short term 
study group to learn about the situation in 
Guatemala please contact one of the the 
members of the Campus Ministry Team.

wives were at the sewing bee the hubbies 
displayed their abilities as lumber jacks. 
Much to our amusement, chainsaws were 
the main attraction. All we can say is that, 
we aren't impressed!

FOR SALE: "Yairl" classical guitar. Case 
included. Phone 454-6167.
FOR SALE: 1 pair Fischer skis, 195's with 
Look bindings. Phone 455-3440.

WANTED: Chore girl [sex immaterial, 
color and race ditto!. German preferred 
$2.50 an hour for 2 hours daily. 
Monday-Friday or any 4 days. Arrange
ment flexible. Phone 9-11, 1-3 or 3-5 [not 
during mealtimes]. Phone 455-9603, Mrs. 
Dan Hurley. Turnbull court. Duties - 
vacuum cleaning, floor waxing, etc. 2 
school age children.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN RAPED? We 
are trying to bring about a public 
awareness on the subject of rape and would 
appreciate it if you would share with us 
your experiences. Confidentiality is 
guaranteed. Call Barb at 453-4557, Room

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND a concert by 
Jeremiah People, a musical and skit
performing group under the management 
of the Continental Singers of California. 
Sponsored by the UNB chapter of 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, the 
concert will be held at 8:15 p.m., March 25 
in the SUB Ballroom. Admission: $2.00.

405.

COLLEGE HILL FOLK COLLECTIVE is 
having a very important meeting tonight 
[Fri. 121 for all those interested in helping 
out with next year's programme. For 
further information, please call 454-6484, 
Mark or Paul.

FOR SALE: One pair Ski boots, size 10, 
excellent condition. Marve Greenblaft, 
Mackenzie House. Phone 453-4929.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Like to travel 
and meet girls in other ports? Do you get 
sick when weekend boating? Here is your 
chance to skipper something larger than 
the rubber duckie in your bathtub. The 
Navy reserve is searching for first and 
second year university men to train as 
officer cadets. A summer on Canada's west 
coast at $130.00 a week, a weekly meeting 
on campus during the winter, and a reserve 
commission after two years as a cadet is 
just part of a seafaring saga that could be

FOR SALE: Forum Notes: $5.50 each. 
Excellent for review. Twelfth Night, 
Macbeth, Othello, Gulliver's Travels, 
Bleak House. Monarch Notes: Henry IV 
Part 2. Coles Notes: Macbeth, Henry IV 
Part 1, As You Like It. Norton Anthology of 
English Literature Volume 2. $2.00. Phone 
454-1294.

today’s, special at the
COLLEGE HILL FOLK COLLECTIVE is 
having its next Coffee House Friday the 
19th at LBR Men's Residence. More details 
to come next week on Posters, Radio or 
Bruns.

FOR SALE: [Records!
Tommy, Grace Slick and Paul Kantner - 
Sunfighter, Moody Blued - Every Good Boy 
Deserves Favor, Seventh Sojourn, Starr - 
Goodnight Vienna, Guthrie 
Restaurant, Mother's 200 Motels, Mamas 
and Papas Golden Hits, Hendrix - War 
Heroes, Firesign Theatre - Dear Friends. 
Phone 454-1294.

The Who

Brown Derby
Beverage J?oom^3>

580 KING ST. 
FREDERICTON, N.B.

Meliorist banned Alice's

LETHBRIDGE (CUP) - The 
principal of Lethbridge Collegiate 
Institute banned distribution of the 
student

with the concepts behind the 
article: “I think, too, that there has 
been a lot of supression of 
students”, he said, adding “but the 
treatment of the subject is 
perverted.”

He said he refused to allow the 
newspaper to be distributed in the 
high school the week the article 
was run because he feared adverse 
reaction from parents.

The Meliorist, the offending 
student newspaper from the 
University of Lethbridge, has been 
distributing copies in the local high 
school in an effort to expand its 
community readership.

FOR SALE: An 18 ft. Rogallo wing type 
hanglider, red and white, hardly used. Call 
Dave 454-6546.

newspaper from the 
nearby University of Lethbridge in 
his school because it contained 
reprint of the 1960’s article on 
student power, “The Students As 
Nigger.”

The article, which compares the 
status of students in educational 
institutions to “niggers” in the Old 
South of the US, was “dated”, 
“pornographic”, and “probably 
written by a psychopath” accord
ing to school principal Corneliun 
Guenter. '

Guenter said he does not quarrel

TO RENT: May 1 - Sept. 1 in Kingston, 
Ontario, a 6 bedroom house fully furnished 
for approx. $50.00 per month or $15.00 per 
week per person. Located one block from 
Queen's University and close to hospitals, 
lake and downtown area. Perfect for 
students taking summer courses at 
Queen's or professors teaching Summer 
School or people with summer jobs in the 
Kingston area. Contact Kathie in Room 21 
at 453-4950 and leave a message.

a

Scallop Dinner with all the trimmings $1.75.

Extra Special from 5:00-7:30

Charcoal broiled steak with French Fries $1.25.
WANTED: ski binding. Solomon 502, 555 or 
Look nevada or Better. Call Dave 455-5733 
after 5 p.m. S.V.P.

LUNA was the site on Wed. nite from which 
we embarked on a woodlot tour. While the

APPLICATIONS--il

m. i
Applications for the following Positions are being received by the 
Applications Committee.T v' PBvNvTTuwt m mat/M
1. SUB Board of Directors 

3 full term 
2 half term

Honorarium (yr. as of 1976 
$100.00 each 
$50.00 eachIt% JW 2. Yearbook - Editor in Chief 

2 co-editors 
Advertising Manager

$500.00 to be 
divided as 
executive decides

1
il 1C 3. Campus Police Chief 

3 Police Chief Assistants
$100.00
$50.001

I

fr 4. Winter Carnival Committee 
1 Chairman 
2) Assistant Chairman

(no set policy)

45. SRC Representative on S.A.A.

6. Entertainment Chairman

nonetu NJI $500. in 1976

:

r

Ï >m.u mi
Rules & Regulations

1. Applications deadline March 17, 1976 at 5:00 p.m.
2. Applications must be addressed to Kevin Garland, Chairman 
Applications Committee, care of SRC Office.
3. All recommendations that the applicant deems necessary must 
also be in writing and accompany the application.
4. Applications must have full name, address and telephone 
number and position desired
5. After deadline date interviews will be arranged with all 
applicants.

"The cost of living is high these days. 'The cost of giving is higher. ”
To share living and not count the cost takes courage. 
Redemptorists are looking for men of courage.

Rev. Eugene O'Reilly, C.S.S/R. 721 Coxwell Avenue Telephone (416) 466-9265 Toronto M4C 3C)
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SBSRC minutes MOTION 6

WHEREAS the present et 
students more drastically I 
WHEREAS all other costs 
WHEREAS the Provincial 
normal operation of this U 
WHEREAS the UNB SRC s 
year, 1976 77 and that the 
establishment of this freei 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT 
University of New Brunswi 
Structure for the upcon 
disappointment and conce 
suffer through insufficient 
possible steps be taken imn 
suffer.

ROOM 103MARCH 8,1976 
6:40 P.M. SUB

JACKETS, VESTS, DENIM JEANS PRESENT. Berube, Bleakney, 0. Bone, Donovan, Davidson, Downing, Field, 
Kennedy, Kibaki, Patrick, Phillips, Pratt, Sanderson, J. Smith, Roach, Whalen.

Absent with regrets: Patriquen, Porter, Semple.
</>

Z

A)
Absent: Davis, Morrison, Smith, Wawer.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC appoint Tom aenjamin as

J. Smith:Kennedy (14:0:0)

On page two (2) in Motion six (6) of the SRC meeting minutes of February 23rd 1976 
- adjourn should be replaced with recess.

:
a: »*§< MOTION 1

Chairman for the Council meeting of March 8, 1976.ilz
',/M.CL COMPTROLLER'S REPO 

The cost of buying and rumi
fi>■

r&~BS< J. Smith takes the Chair.,'v
MOT ION 2 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC accept the minutes of the meeting of 
February 23rd as amended. MOTION 7 BE IT RESOLU 

Budget to send two (2) nr 
Canadian University Pres

Berube:Kennedy (15:0:0)

</>
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

A letter of resignation was received from George McAllister giving up his position 
as Chairman due to studies.

< k Fredericton Moll 
Phone 455-5333

Tom Beniamin returns tou VICE-PRESIDENT'S REF 
In the new Application Cor 
to six people.

MOTION 3 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the UNB SRC accept the resignation of 
George McAllister with sincere thanks for a iob well done.

Pratt:Berube (15:0:0) unanimousui
f MOTION 8 BE IT RESC 

Commitee Constitution daID Cards with no photographs have been suggested for next year because of time 
and cost. A student aid committee containing five members, one of which would be 
from the SRC would be beneficial in obtaining information on behalf of the 
students.

Û6 MEN'S JyWEARX A copy of a letter sent to Ttv 
was sent to the SRC. The li 
and liquor set down by the 
pick up their mail on a reg 
for their faculties. The disc 
was brought to the attentl 
which conflict with the li 
suggested amounts of mi 
Committees of the SRC. 
Roach leaves 9:10 p.m. 
Steve Berube is opposed t 
members of the A.B. wh 
Sanderson enters 9:30 p.i

</>
MOTION 4 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC create a Standing Committee to 
deal with the Student Aid question and such Committee shall be named the Student 
Aid Committee.

J. Smith:Kennedy (10:5:0)

There will be an increase in tuition and residence fees for next year.clothes with your mind In mind
Kennedy leaves 7:55 p.m.

MOTION 5 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC recess for five minutes.
Berube: Roach (7:6:1) D. Bone and Bleakney opposed

Gordon Kennedy is oppose 
to $1,400.00 being given tc 
including the Director.

Kennedy returns 8:05 p.m.

cont'd onpg 17 MOTION 9 BE IT RESOI 
Ad Hoc Committee on H

The second copy of the I

Students barred OLD BUSINESS:
o-

MOTION 10 BE IT RESC 
from the table.

4 family .should 
be close even 
when iti

MONTREAL (CUP) - Students 
have been barred from Concordia 
University’s Personnel Commit
tees.

While students may be invited to 
appear before the Personnel 
Committees, the University’s Vice- 
Rector of Academic Affairs, Jack 
Bordan, says “They should not be 
present when that committee 
develops specific recommenda
tions.”

In the official memorandum 
handed down by Borden it is 
further stressed that “students are 
not allowed access to files 
containing personal information 
about faculty members" and that 
the only right students should have 
is to evaluate a teacher’s 
performance in a classroom.

Bordan justifies the move by 
saying he was just “regularizing 
what exists in most departments", 
and added he felt a “moral 
obligation to faculty members to 
protect the confidentiality of their 
salaries and personal life.”

Student president Brian Rennie 
termed the administrative action 
“an insult" to the students.

“There has always been a 
provision for student input in 
contractual matters, either direct
ly or indirectly ... which indicates 
there are legitimate grounds for 
student input", he said.

According to Michael Hagben, 
Chairperson of Loyola’s Inter
disciplinary Studies Department, 
these decisions are pointless.

“How can students be effective 
with no access to the files?” he 
said, and added that “students 
break confidentiality no more than 
faculty does."

MOTION 11 In that the U 
for damages when an SR< 
the SRC instruct the Cam 
sponsored event where I

V j

£

NEW BUSINESS: 
MOTION 12 BE IT RESl 
person empowered to gi 
Council.apart.

That£ what 
families are for.

Ss*

T
Y MOTION 13 BE IT REI 

basis be paid minimumX>jt. i i
xw. Mj 

Jür
MOT I ON 14 BE IT RESl 
branch of the A.A. on ci

V MOTION 15 BE IT RES<

Why not get together with MOTION 16 BE IT RE

Meeting adjourned at 1C

!

Tonight, when 
long distance 
rates are
cheaper.

Long Distance
A bargain today. . 
Even better tonight.

NEED A SUMM

How about 
first and second

\

The deal is 
commission in tl 
training will be

Interested 
Thursdays from

HMCS BRUNSV
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OFS supports ' 
cutback 

demonstration
SRC minutes r boy one 1

GET ONE FREE!
MOTION 6

WHEREAS the present economic situation is affecting the earning ability of 
students more drastically than other sectors of society, and 
WHEREAS all other costs for students are rapidly escalating, and 
WHEREAS the Provincial government has not granted sufficient funds for the 
normal operation of this University for the upcoming year,
WHEREAS the UNB SRC supports a freeze on tuition for the upcoming academic 
year, 1976-77 and that the SRC will use all methods available to ensure the 
establishment of this freeze.
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE UNB SRC in conjunction with the publicly stated 
University of New Brunswick Administration's stand on the Provincial Operating 
Structure for the upcoming academic year; the UNB SRC express its 
disappointment and concern that education at this University may chronically 
suffer through insufficient operating grants.'The UNB SRC strongly urges any 
possible steps be taken immediately to ensure that the quality of education does not 
suffer.

Isn’t it time YOÜ got into 
the laSermBOMS Experience

LONDON (CUP) - The Ontario 
Federation of Students (OFS) has 
given its “full support” to a 
planned “anti-cutbacks” demon
stration at the provincial legisla
ture on April 3.

This decision was taken at the 
federation’s winter conference 
held here February 28 to March 1, 
which also found the OFS 
endorsing a one-day “moratorium 
(or classes) and-or day of 
education” at member institutions 
on March 24.

The OFS also agreed to “develop 
grassroots supports and under
standing of the unity of the 
cutbacks issue” through “issue 
oriented organizing” at the de
partment level, in-class speaking, 
local pamphlets, and working with 
“non-involved” faculty and non- 
academic staff.

Although delegates readily 
agreed to endorse the anti
cutbacks demonstration, which is 
being sponsored by the Toronto- 
based Coalition Against Cutbacks, 
opinion was divided on whether 
OFS and its members should hold 
the proposed one-day moratorium.

The call for a moratorium on 
classes, proposed by delegates 
from the McMaster Graduate 
Students and York University 
came in response from the 
Anti-Cutbacks Coalition for student 
participation in their work.

Coalition representatives Barry 
McPeake and Ned Dymtryshyn 
urged the “unity of. all sectors” 
affected by the provincial govern
ment’s cutbacks. The coalition was 
described as a “regrouping” of 
various organizations, unions, and 
political parties.

U of T graduate student 
representative Barb Cameron said 
delegates should not “under
estimate” the need for the 
educating students on the cutbacks 
issue and how it effects students 
and labour. She proposed a motion 
calling for increased “grass-roots” 
work rather than a moratorium 
and demonstration.

a bold new series of 
science fiction ADVENTURE NOVELS, 

LASER publishes three original full-length novels 
every month. Easy reading, fast-paced novels in a 

science fiction setting.
COMPTROLLER'S REPORT:
The cost of buying and running a van for SRC purposes is not feasible at this time. 16. KANE’S ODYSSEY 

Jeff Clinton
J. Smith takes the Chair. *»» (1 «TON

Rufus Kane, a rebel, flees from a tightly 
controlled, isolated commune to safety 
In a large city. But a friend betrays him 
and his incredible trial reveals a world 
gone mad. Law and order are absolute 
andhuman rights have vanished. Rufus 
becomes a rebel with a cause: the 
creation of a world fit for men.

1
MOTION 7 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC allocate *274.00 from the Conference 
Budget to send two (2) members of the Brunswickan to a special plenary of 
Canadian University Press in Ottawa on March 13th and 14th.

Davidson:J. Smith (14:0:0)

v—Tom Beniamin returns to the Chair.
*> r

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
In the new Application Committee Constitution the Committee has been increased 
to six people. ' O:

< LMOTION 8 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC approve the new Application 
Commitee Constitution dated March, 1976. I)

Kennedy: Berube (15:0:0)
17. THE BLACK ROADS 
J. L. HensleyA copy of a letter sent to the Board of Dons from Mackenzie House Mens Residence 

was sent to the SRC. The letter voiced dissatisfaction with the regulations on pubs 
and liquor set down by the Board of Dons. Would the SRC sponsored organizations 
pick up their mail on a regular basis. Also, would Council please pick up the mail 
for their faculties. The discrimatory aspects of many scholarships now being given 
was brought to the attention of President Anderson. In future new scholarships 
which conflict with the law will not be allowed. The Ad Hoc Honoraria is the 
suggested amounts of money to be given as honoraria to the members and 
Committees of the SRC.
Roach leaves 9:10 p.m.
Steve Berube is opposed to the consensus vote on $100.00 honoraria being given to 
members of the A.B. who are not on Council.
Sanderson enters 9:30 p.m.

the Sam Church is a trained killer, a 
member of the infamous Red 
Roadmen. But Sam refuses to kill and is 
imprisoned and tortured for his 
nonconformity. He escapes and races 
across the confinent in a running duel 
that will end in death - his own or the 
tyranny that reigns on the Black Roads.

BLACK ROADS

*

»

V
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Gordon Kennedy is opposed to the consensus vote raising the honoraria of $1,200.00 
to $1,400.00 being given to the Executive and Department Heads of the CHSR not 
including the Director.

18. LEGACY 
J. F. Bone

MOTION 9 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC adopt the recommendations of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Honoraria as amended, as UNB SRC policy.

A fighter. Sam Williams is marooned on 
the bleak world of Arthe. Soon he joins 
the local police... and is fighting for his 
life. The enemy? The drug that drives 
men mad, Tonocaine! In an 
action-packed adventure, Williams 
trails a madman lusting for power 
across the strange, forbidden planet. 
But the madman is chasing him, too!

Kennedy : Pratt (13:2:0)

The second copy of the New Constitution By-Laws can be picked up. 

OLD BUSINESS:

MOTION 10 BE IT RESOLVED THAT Motion 16 of February 2, 1976 be removed 
from the table.

Berube:Kennedy (11:2:2)

MOTION 11 In that the Union at some future poinfin time may be held responsible 
for damages when an SRC sponsored event is being held BE IT RESOLVED THAT 
the SRC instruct the Campus Police to stop persons from smoking during any SRC 
sponsored event where it has been banned by the Fire Marshall.

Berube:Kenney (15:0:0) unanimous

Now you’re into the x 
LASER EXPERIENCE

Clip the corner and price from any I 
LASER BOOK cover. Mail it and the coupon below 

to LASER Reader Service.
We'll send you the LASER BOOK of your choice.

NEW BUSINESS:
MOTION 12 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Comptroller be appointed as the only 
person empowered to grant wages for part time work subject to approval by 
Council.

I ppppjps
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Davidson:Smith (15:0:0)

ORMOTION 13 BE IT RESOLVED THAT any person being employed on a part-time 
basis be paid minimum wages.

Send us $1.00 (,95c - ,05c for handling) and we'll 
send you TWO LASER BOOKS for the 

PRICE OF ONE.

Davidson:Smith (12:2:1)

MOT I ON 14 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the SRC look into the establishment of a 
branch of the A.A. on campus.

Free laseri$B00kS OfferBerube:Davidson (13:1:1)

MOTION IS BE IT RESOLVED THAT Allen Hildebrand be appointed to the A.B.
Davidson:Berube (12:2:1) Mail to: LASER Reader Service

Stratford, Ontario iMOTION 16 BE IT RESOLVED THAT the meeting be adjourned.
Pratt : Bleakney (Carried)

Please send me the following LASER BOOKS: 
□ no. 16 Kane's Odyssey - Jeff Clinton

Meeting adjourned at 10:30 p.m.

□ no. 17 The Black Roads - J. L Hensley

□ no. 18 Legacy - J. F. Bone
NEED A SUMMER JOB?

How about this? HMCS BRUNSWICKER, the provincial naval reserve unit is searching for 
first and second year university students to train with the Navy during May through to August.

The deal is $130.00 per week for a maximum of 15 weeks. Training is both at sea and ashore. A 
commission in the Naval Reserve will be awarded after two summer training periods. Winter 
training will be conducted at a reserve unit to be established on the UNB campus.

Interested inquiries are asked to contact the naval officer from HMCS Bruns wicker on 
Thursdays from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. at Room 33 in the Student Union Building. Or write to:

□ I have enclosed a clipped right comer from a 
LASER BOOK cover.

□ I have enclosed $1.00 for the two LASER BOOKS 
checked above.

Name:

Address:

City

Prov. Postal Code:

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1976. 
LIMIT ONE PER HOUSEHOLD.

HMCS BRUNSWICKER, c.o. The Bruns, Student Union Building, College Hill, Fredericton, N.B.

______________ - ____________ _
* ?
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Weekly Crossword MARCH 12, 1976where it’s at Puliti 
to bt

43 Touch
affectionately

ACROSS 
1 Delivered 

for money 
5 Spread 

unchecked 
9 Theatrical 

scenery
14 Woodwind
15 Hungarian

crossword
answers

44 Fat
45 Strong brown
46 Exert much 

effort
49 Covered by 

exclusive 
rights

53 Overly proper

FRIDAY, MARCH 12

CONTINUING EXHIBITIONS in the Art Centre, Mon-Fri, 10-5; Sun. 2-5. Studio: Leo 
Ferrari - A Painter’s Pot-pourri. The Pewtersmith Studio Display. Gallery: Margo
Lovejoy Silkscreens: - Homage to Neruda.
CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE on campus: Interviewing
Canadian Armed Forces.
STUDENT EVALUATION MEETING, SUB, Rm. 102.
LAW LUNCH SUB Ballroom, 12 noon - 3 p.m.
RUGBY PUB, SUB Ballroom, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

— a. 7.30 p.m.

UNB’s English corn 
present the Pulitizer P 
play ‘Harvey’ next 
Memorial Hall in Fre 

Directed by Alvin 
ciate dean of arts, thi 
Tuesday, March 23, ai 
until March 26. 1
performances begin a 
are free of charge foi 

Written by Mary ( 
the play tells the story 
Dowd, an amiable mai 
who wrestled with ri 
years before winning 
He discovers Harvey 
six foot rabbit, leanii 
lamppost downtown i 
upon many cockeyed 

The comic compl

city on page 17*
11 interested students for the 16 Summon 

forth
17 Fade 

resistant

person
54 Stay in one 

spot
55 Hence

a

Hebrides5618 Jagged 
protuberance 57 Ending with

19 Female off and prêt
animals 58 True and

20 Aardvark actual
22 Unpretentious 59 Signs of
23 Detective's 

quest: Var.
24 Head: French
25 Eviscerated 
28 Cut into

tiny pieces
32 Remains

after cremating 3 Wasted
33 Pronoun
34 Freshwater

37 Associates
39 Electric 

appliances
40 Medical 

patient
42 Baseball 

pitch
43 Sailing vessel
45 Salary 

increase
46 Stain
47 Not false
48 Herb genus
49 Window 

division
50 Corner: 

Informal
51 Boxing's 

Eddie -
52 Dunce 
54 Latticed

structure

approvals
13 Musical 

symbol
21 Malt 

beverages
22 Excellence
24 Things just 

mentioned
25 Breathes 

convulsively

to attend our weekly
sorrow

60 Publican's 
staple

61 Forced to go 
DOWN

1 Parlor item
2 Scottish port 26 Typical

27 Greek letter
28 Hebrew 

letters
29 Girl’s name
30 Moves 

hestitently

SATURDAY, MARCH 13
X

4 Found
5 Snoozed
6 Spiro T. —
7 Equipment
8 Energy unit
9 Rank reducer 31 Conveyance

10 Escaped by 
deceit

11 Apple part
12 Slangy

STUDENT EVALUATION MEETING, SUB, Rm. 102.

ARTCENTRE WOTKSHOP/rypes of imagery developed using light-sensitive materials;

ART CENTREWORKSHOP, Blue printing (cyanotype) on paper; Memorial Hall Studio, 2 

PUBLIC RECEPTION, Homage to Neruda by Margot Lovejoy, Mem. Hall gallery,

fish
35 Took to court
36 Card game
37 Capitol aide
38 Fitting
39 Fair weather
40 Flogged
41 Swordsmen

Art woidocuments
33 "-----Man

Theme"
36 In what place

8 - 10
A weekend worksht 

medium of light sens 
ials will be given at l 
Centre in Fredericton 

Conducting the worl 
Margot MacDonald 
art teacher at the Pra 
New York.

The workshop cons 
sessions, types of ii 
eloped using light sen 
ials, blue printing (c; 
paper, and making

Nowlan to 
recent ma
Alden Nowlan will 

on recent, unpublishe 
a public reading of hi 
p.m. Tuesday, Marc 
studio, Memorial Hal 

The reading is spoi 
Creative Arts Comn 
University of New Bi 
St. Thomas Universit 
admission charge.

Nowlan, who is 
residence at UNB, 
completed a two-weel 
of eight Atlantic uni’

| B IT

e=|ee: 12 13[9 10 It81 2
FILM, "Les Ordres", by Michel Brault; Head Hall, Rm. C-13, 8 p.m 
subscription. Also being shown March 14, 6:30 and 9 p.m.

. Admission by
id14

17

2220
SUNDAY, MARCH 14

[24[23

WORKSHOP, Making the silkscreen light-sensitive by the indirect 30 31[29tieART CENTRE 
method; Mem. Hall Studio, 10 a.m. - 12 noon.
ASIA CLUB MEETING, SUB, Rm. 103, 1-6 p.m.
DANCE CLASS, SUB Ballroom, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
FILM, "Shampoo", starring Warren Beatty, Julie Christie, and Goldie Hawn, Tilley Hall 

auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m.. Admission $1.25.

25 26 27

343332

373635

[40[3938
[434241

14514
MONDAY,.MARCH 15

HOPE wants to share its close fellowship with YOU! TV Lounge, SUB, 8:30 - 9:30 a.m.

5250 514946 47 48

I
[5453

5756
[6059TUESDAY, MARCH 16

by Brant parker and Johnny hartTHE WIZARD OF IDregular programme of Christian learning, welcomes YOU to get involved! TV
WORD, a
Lounge (116), SUB, 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. OR
FILM, "Black Christmas", Tilley Auditorium, 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. $1.25.
STU SRC MEETING, Rm. 103, SUB, 6 p.m. - 
CAMERA CLUB, Rm. 26, 7 p.m. -

THie MAH 16»
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UNB String (
to strum a

The Brunswick SI 
will give a free, p 
March 16 at 8:15 
Fredericton Playhou

The program incl 
Quartet, opus 64, ! 
Lark; Bartok’s Qua 
and Dvorak’s Quarte 
six, The American.

Performing with tl 
Joseph Pach and P 
violinists; James P 
and Richard Naill, 
concert is one of a 
scheduled for the a< 
to be repeated at bot 
the University of Nt

Virginia
Edward Albee’s W 

Virginia Woolf?, dir 
Nichols and starr 
Tayloe, Richard B 
Segal, and Sandy E 
presented Wednesd 
1976 in the Tilley Hi 
at7:30p.m. The seri 
by the Departments 
UNB and St. Tho 
Faculty of Educatif 
sion is free.

\

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17

CHESS CLUB, Rm. 26, SUB, 7:00 p.m.
AB MEETING, Rm. 103, SUB, 7:00 p.m. ,Qn
DEUTSCHER KREIS, Final meeting, German Lounge, 7:30 - 8,30 P^m.

FHM^Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf", starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, /M aluminum sipi ms-outfit; 
Tilley’ Hall. 7:30 p.m. Free Admission. Film-Lit Series. **«=> a usfp^r
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THURSDAY, MARCH 18

HOPE wants to share its close fellowship with YOU! TV Lounge, SUB, 8:30-9:30 a.m.

Pvd.
i l/IVfc Sot a 

feel-inS1 i Lu
ge sEeiNS-
You again

;

I jV ,.i
l

$3
SATURDAY, MARCH 13 and 14rPsmocir

FILM*SOCIETY, presents Albert Finney in "Charlie Bubbles", Head Hall, Room C-13, 
6-30 and 9:00 p.m. Also Episode 11 of "The Perils of Pauline". Members and guests only.
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Pulitizer prize play 
to be performed .

UNB’s English course 2140 will come merry, mad and unpre
present the Pulitizer Prize-winning dictable when his sister attempts 
play ‘Harvey’ next week at to have Elwood committed. She is 
Memorial Hall in Fredericton.

Directed by Alvin Shaw, asso- confused psychiatrist after admit- 
ciate dean of arts, the play opens ting, in a moment of excitement, 
Tuesday, March 23, and continues that she thinks she has seen 
until March 26. The nightly Harvey once or twice, 
performances begin at 8 p.rn. and 
are free of charge for the public.

Written by Mary Coyle Chase, son has had the play in rehearsal 
the play tells the story of Elwood P. for the past month. The cast of 
Dowd, an amiable man-about-town UNB student include Denys 
who wrestled with reality for 40 Mailhoit as Elwood P. Dowd, 
years before winning out over it. Tanya Barrett as the nurse, Dawn 
He discovers Harvey, an invisible Westherbie as Myrtle Mae Sim- 
six foot rabbit, leaning against a mons, Joan Spurway as Vita 
lamppost downtown and embarks Simmons, Rod Girvan as Dr. 
upon many cockeyed adventures. Sanderson and Bill Crawford as

The comic complications be- Dr. Chumley.

?

Cordered held for treatment by a *
kf % / i :

jv,,, Jé tieH, ’• % J

*

Student producer Peter Ander-

Æi
.....
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Above is a work by Leo Ferrari entitled “Ah, Moon of the Space-Age Flight!’’, 1963. This oil belongs to the 
collection of Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Gillis of Moncton.

Art workshop scheduled Mem Hall displays to open
A weekend workshop on the art light sensitive by the indirect ................ , _ .

medium of light sensitive mater- method. Three new exhibits of silk- Julian in Paris and St. Martin s at St. Thomas University and
ials will be given at the UNB Art They will be held in the Art screens, paintings and pewter School of Art in London. honorary research associate in the
Centre in Fredericton March 13-14. Centre Studio of Memorial Hall opened in the Art Centre of UNB s For the past nine years she has UNB Graduate School.

Conducting the workshop will be Saturday, March 13, from 10 until Memorial Hall in Fredericton this studied printmaking with Ponce de
^tteaChCT^Uhe^ratnnstituteln SSh 14°from uTmtUnSi  ̂’ ^display since March 9 are Graphics Centre and advanced the Maritime Art Association

New York silkscreens by Margot Lovejoy, A photography with Robert Strass- The pewtersmith exhibition by
The workshop consists of three Anyone interested in attending Painter’s Pot-pourri by Leo man. Ivan Crowell will be in the display

sessions, types of imagery dev- should contact the UNB Art Centre Ferrari and a pewtersmith exhibit , . case until March 31.
eloped using light sensitive mater- at 453-4623. There is no admission by Ivan Crowell. A Painter s Pot-pourri y Leo
ials, blue printing (cyanotype) on charge for those participating or Margot Lovejoy’ssilkscreens wi Ferrari willl be ondisplay in the . .
paper, and making* silkscreens for observers. be on display in the gallery until studio until March 18. It consists of handcraft division of the N.B.

The sessions are beine snonsored March 31. They are 22 works under 27 works done in oil, acrylic, department of tourism, is general
ly the UNB Art Centre the the title “Homage to Neruda” and watercolour, crayon and chalk, ly recognized as the first
Reaverhrook Art Gallerv and the are being circulated by the New There are also two linocuts and two pewtersmith in Canada.
Canada Council Brunswick Museum in Saint John, inked scratchings. His display will centre around

A public reception will be held His exhibition contains pictures folk dishes that are associated with 
for the artist Saturday morning executed over a period of 30 years, traditions, customs or ceremonies
March 13, from 8 until 10 p.m. with landscapes from places as far and will also include some modern

Ms. Lovejoy, a native of apart as Australia, Canada and pieces.
Campbellton, N.B., studied under Europe. Dr. Crowell is the owner of the
Alex Colville at Mount Allison Dr. Ferrari, a self-taught pewtersmith studio located at 344
University and later at l’Academie painter, is professor of philosophy Albert St., Fredericton

He has exhibited with the 
Leon, Stasik and Zimilies at Pratt Fredericton Society of Artists and

Dr. Crowell, formerly head of the

Nowlan to read 
recent material
Alden Nowlan will concentrate 

on recent, unpublished material in 
a public reading of his poetry at 8 
p.m. Tuesday, March 30, at the 
studio, Memorial Hall 

The reading is sponsored by the 
Creative Arts Committee of the 
University of New Brunswick and 
St. Thomas University. There is no 
admission charge.

Nowlan, who is writer in 
residence at UNB, has recently 
completed a two-week reading tour 
of eight Atlantic universities.

UNB String Quartet

The Inside Section 
needs a new editor 
ünextyear, so

Film Society airs ‘Charlie Bubbles''
northern roots. But without Kael has her off days. ) The scriptRichardson’s overly successful

Tom Jones gave Finney interna- success and the film ends with his is by Shelagh Delaney (best known
to Strum again Albert Finney Charlie Bubbles tional stardom and it seemed escape to nowhere riding a balloon, for the fine A Taste of Honey), a

The Brunswick String QUartet Rank, i%8, with Albert Finney*, possible that he might follow the This summary may sound ludi- northern writer who perhaps was
will give a free, public concert Billie Whitelaw Colin Blakely, Burton trail (hence the expression crous or like a parody, but 1 believe also seeking her northern roots.
March 16 at 8:15 p.m. in the Liza Minnelli Technicolor Script “to go for Burton”). However, the film is neither. Rich episodes The photography is by Peter
Fredericton Playhouse. by Shelagh Delaney March 13 and Finney, like Olivier, seems to have include a grim farce in a posh Suschitsky who tnes to give us

The program includes Haydn’s h ’ had the best of both worlds by restaurant, to-ing and fro-ing in “the artificiality and flat unreality
Quartet, opus 64, No. five, The About 1958 I saw Charles subordinating his film to his stage Bubble’s luxury house recorded on of how things look to Charlie.”
Lark; Bartok’s Quartet No. six; Laughton and Elsa Lanchester career, a high point of which was multiple monitor TV screens, a During this season of movies
and Dvorak’s Quartet, opus 96, No. return to the London stage, after a his creation of John Osborne’s quintessential drive from London from a variety of countries the
six, The American. long absence in a middling play Luther. For me, a low point of to Manchester on one of the then Film Society has not shown a

Performing with the quartet are that even then was most memor- which of his film career was his new British motorways (i.e. British film so it is perhaps fitting,
Joseph Pach and Paul Campbell able for a brief appearance by preposterous Poirot in the equally freeways), a grim shacking up to since The Discreet Charm of the
violinists; James Pataki, violist; Laughton’s protege, Albert Fin- preposterous, recent success, Mur- Muzak in a Manchester hotel, and Bourgeoisie cannot be screened,
and Richard Naill, cellist. This ney. One could argue that the great der on the Orient Express. much more,
concert is one of a series of four trio of modern British actors Charlie Bubbles, despite its title, I have not yet made up my mind 
scheduled for the academic year, should be, in descending order of is another matter. Being, so far as about Liza Minnelli, but she is
to be repeated at both campuses of age, Olivier, Burton, Finney. But I know, Finney’s only directorial splendid as Bubble’s secretary. I
the University of New Brunswick. Burton, failing to heed Olivier’s foray, it joins some other unusual have never had any doubts about Annual General Meeting of the

. . nr j I* advice, was seduced by Hollywood, solitary films directed by leading Billie Whitelaw (a sort of English Film Society will take place on
V lrginia W OOII and remains a great actor manque, actors which include his mentor Marie Windsor) whom I remember March 28 at 8.30 p.m between

Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Finney gained fame among art Charles Laughton’s haunting mas- many years ago playing a boy jjhowjv 
Virginia Woolf?, directed by Mike house patrons in 1960 when he terpiece, Night of the Hunter, detective called Bones on the
Nichols and starring Elizabeth starred in Karel Reiz’s Saturday Marlon Brando’s self-indulgent, BBC s Children s Hour. Miss
Tayloe, Richard Burton, George Night and Sunday Morning, part of method Western, One Eyed Jacks, Whitelaw is superb as the
Segal, and Sandy Dennis is to be the evanescent British film renais- and even, dare I say it, Kirk estranged wife,
presented Wednesday, March 17, sance and a pretty good effort that Douglas’s Posse? Llke most good films, Charlie
1976 in the Tilley Hall Auditorium become encompassed in the Angry Charlie Bubbles, played by Bubbles was not a box office
at 7:30 p.m. The series is sponsored Young Man cliche. Finney certain- Finney, is an affluent writer who is success. While most critics praised
by the Departments of English at ly was in the vanguard of a new cracking up. He returns to the it (Sight and Sound put it in the ten
UNB and St. Thomas and the breed of leading men who had north of England to visit his wife best for the year), Pauline Kael
Faculty of Education. The admis- regional accents (ditto Sean and son, from whom he is found it a “painfully monotonous
sion is free. Connery). Three years later Tony separated, and to recapture his piece of sub-Antonioni. (Well, Miss

By WALLACE BROWN

that we substitute Charlie Bubbles.
Important Note: Les Ordres will 

be shown in the normal was at 
Head Hall on March 27 and 28 The

hop Into the 
Bruns office and

4Jr.î prepare
foragreattlmel
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AFRICANISMmovie review

6Bug ’ is bad $ MAOC - What do ycAlbum worth your bread WE MO - Good Nev
the buggers had the community 
alarmed what with vehicles

ByLYNETTE WILSON

Guess what The motoring public' blowing up, and cats and ears and 
be facing another problem eyes burning under insects grip, 

worse than the price of gas. That Nothing was beyond the snap, 
problem is bugs. Not those little crackle, pop power of these 
brats that go splat on your ingenious little wretches. Sizzle 
windshield impairing your vision, sizzle, scream; snap, crackle, poof 
as much as alcohol would, but big a truck in flames. Yech! 
bugs with a hunger for carbon. Altogether the movie Bug’ was 
Miniature armadillos chewing at gross childishly sadistic, it lacked 
your motor, going through it imaginatjon weathering itself with 
completely, dripping out of the nauseous terror and earning a 
exhaust pipe, leaving enough jf{le .Q. on the scale. It’s just
sparks to ignite the machine another qUlck sick flick destined 
causing a block of flame. for the attic or wastebasket. What

The bug in question, being the a waste o( money. The whole idea 
subject of the movie ‘Bug’ is a jg insane Thirty-five thousand 
whacky distorition of an extinct ear 0jd bugs burning their way 
insect. The theme of the film has through a California community, 
these creepy crawlers buried in ^ unreaj Far too unreal. The 
underground caverns for thous- director andK)r producer of ‘Bug’ I 
ands of year. They are unable to am sure ,s a pyromaniac. 
breed but live a long, long life Everything was burning. But, just 
(35,000 years supposedly) during ^ and j mean this is a 
which they individually evolved to definite sarcastic remark, just 
suit their environment. Ash and maybe the movie could be viewed 
carbon became their primary ag a satiricai trip through 

of food which eventually watergate. Bugs all over the place, 
would be exhausted. An earth- under boxes, in cars, on tele
quake ripped apart the buried pb0nes, everywhere. And the bugs 
dungeon of bugs. Quickly the slow burn things. Nixon got burned by 
moving critters hopped, jumped or hjs b didn’t he. 
slithered out of their hole and some 
how invaded carbon producing 
objects.

Liberty went to their heads as 
bug after bug emerged sleazing a 
ride in a truck or car. Before long answer your phone.

one. Singing in the punk style of Ian singing and a wide range of 
Hunter, Nelson sneers out lyrics musical farms ful*y
like “He iust gave her a drink and percussion heralds Life m the
she gave him a ball, its a fair Air-Age” which changes so much
exchange. . while his guitar within itself that it is virtually

In the foamy wake of such swjtcbes back and forth between impossible to describe briefly
axe-masters as Jimmy Page, Eric rock and ron riffs and screaming R&B and rock blend, separate and
Clapton, Robin Trower, Pete r chords A soft, well almost are joined together by keyboard
Townshend and Ritchie Blackmore £ft sone called “Heavenly sections and chanting voca s.
comes yet another English guitar Homes” follows with more fine “Like an Old Blues really rocks
wizard, Bill Nelson • singer, g itar work, and excellent guitar and then breaks into the soft,
song-writer and guitarist with one work and great guitar work and semi-acoustic “Crystal Gazing 
of the hottest rock groups on the ’d singing too. “Ships in the backed by an impressive orchest-
British scene. Along with the Njtht- follows and its a bit heavier ral arrangement. “Blazing Apost-
raunchv Dr. Feelgood, Be-Bop and bounder Once again Nelson .. les” brings the album to a heavy
Deluxe are showing signs of well you know There is some finale. Nelson’s guitar is outstand- 
spearheading the umpteenth Brit- good sax and piano on this cut as jng as is his singing as he belts out
ish rock invasion of these wild well. The pace is slowed down by lines like Death drives m an
North American shores. Bill “Crying to the Sky”. Keyboards air-flow Chrysler on the streets of 
Kn is one of the most talented dominate this track although man, ah-t»"drunner cruising

artists to appear in a long time - not Nelson’s guitar flows m and out -Sunburst
only does he write excellent songs, occasionally bursting into a There s no douDt mat suno 
he also plays a real mean guitar heart-rending solo. The singing is finish is a very good rock albu 
and sings like a cross between beautifully done and the produc- if only due to the amazing 
Brvan Ferry David Bowie and Ian tion is excellent. “Sleep that virtuosity of Bill Nelson .Be-Bop 
Hunter “Sunburst Finish” is Burns” brings the first side to a Deluxe combine a variety of 
Be Bop Deluxe’s latest offering and hard rocking conclusion. influences into a new and1 power u
What a tastv treat it is - “Beauty Secrets” which opens style of rock and this album is well

A dirty little rock’n’roller called up the second side utilizes a Bryan worth your hard earned bread. The 
“Fair Exchange” opens up side Ferry style of vocal nuances in the cover s nice too. __________ _____

MAOC - No NewsBy CHRIS HUNT

WE MO - This one is 
cat has just jumpe 
entered a basket anc 
did not want to ki 
refuge in CHSR. The 
because they have 
next door to 'The I

“SunburstBe-Bop Deluxe 
Finish" (Harvest):

may

■

MAOC - Jargon! As
tale.

WEMO - Old a\ 
imagination Fathei 
saying is that The Bi 
for my ideas. This c

MAOC - What doe

I WEMO - Africanisr 
Ion multiplicity o 
I foreign ideologies 
|so/v/ng continental 
■ the needs and chi 
I with diversified bu 
U African Continent.

source

ANNOUNCEMENT:
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet will 

be at the Fredericton Playhouse 
Tuesday March 23 at 8:30 p.m.

Advance tickets go on sale 
Friday March 12 at the Playhouse 
for $5.00 per seat.

Film Society 
invites new exec

And so I leave you with the 
• worry, should an earthquake 
release such ridiculously impossi
ble vermin, sell your car and don’t

MAOC - Why do 
ideologies into yo 
term?The Film Society is soon to form An unusual project for the 

a new Executive and invites Society in 1977 will be the
applicants to that body arranging of a film programme for ‘T/,^ Diary of Anne Frank’

The Society exists to serve the Conference of the Learned J _ ^sz JLïïssrjs ssr—S TNB ovens memorable success
tion to anyone interested in its Canadian Federation of Film
operation. Societies is also scheduled for By JOHN TIMMINS the role would be a complete Doremus keeps his character

A special function is fulfilled by h redericton. - success As Mr Van Daan Peter securely away from sainthood by
the Society since no film courses as Anyone wishing to serve on the ^ of the girl wbo refused Boretsky (so five as De Lacy in the frayed nerves of late Act II. It
such are taught at the local new Executive of the Film Society irbas been given a secure “Frankenstein") strikes a perfect is Papa Frank who brings the
universities and there is little should contact Pro . ■ presentation by TNB and Ted balance between rough temper and tragedy into torturous focus
opportunity otherwise .or giving Dept, of ocl gy. • podows The small drawbacks cowardice, and never becomes a through the epilogue and Allen
attention to the film as an art form, within the next week havp not interfered with the clarity Doremus meets the challenge

of the play’s message or several slave to his Jewish mannerisms superlatively.
superlative performances. ESS M, only ,reservaUws .bop,

The problems of performing on cocktail dress I’ve ever seen in Mary Haney s splendid Anne are 
Sheila Taye’s excellently authentic “Servant of Two Masters”) is picky: not enough intensity and 
and atmospheric set - namely, predictably a scene stealer as build-up in the nightmare, an a l

College Hill Folk Collective is performing should call Mark several areas of simultaneous cranky Mr. J'Tl™UCKanlingy The latter
rolling ahead, and with at least two Lulham or Paul Meyer at 454-6484. activity - have been easily movements and thoughtful old Anne. Regarding the a ,
m,.rescheduled events this year, Also - we re having a meeting surmounted by Director Follows, man s gestures make him a

need yuur help’. Our ,„„ieht <Kri. 12) inIheBlue Urunge He has kepl hls sllent acl0IS aci,„g '"Tcarnî?

î'Ih/ïadï dîscussingour plans’loniext year “ïd ha!, toS mted«*S2y R„byn Jalee manapes to make only momentarily that I found her

the 19th of March al 1 V y , d interested and group scenes off like a choreo- the maximum effect of a minimum girlish enthusiasm bordering on
IrïSSrmSiy'and fnteTng £ople »h<£ ULr^e pr^uo,ton could do material as Margo, Anna’s h-ail ^ ^ ^ H„ imlgh,

music. Anyone around MM at,air. All welcome, it’s there for 5 TAl) moving emLtent of motherly into te ticking of. young gMJust
mleresled ,n lending a hand » and 1 wish Ac, 11 didn't have ,0 concern no, a tog m tod with « , Anl is

Trfpf Ti Ani’s reiSon needl endowed with a vibrating intelli-
g l^h hLever and ter gence - sharp and unsentiment-
more depth, however, and her ”,ized. that peaks brilliantly in her

WEMO - First Afric 
Secondly whateve 
there before has 
during the scramb 
are emerging as 
influence. Finally s 
land we therefore

MAOC - I am start 
Take a copyright

Folk Collective welcomes you CamWEMO 
Publication has V 
for coining am 
AFRICANISM. He 
WEMO, has the so 
publications to exf. 
\relevance in vvt 
Copyrights Reserv

naturally a differentiation between 
the practically two separate girls 
of Acts I and II is vital, and it was

wv

The Brunswickan 
By WEMO

bear most of the fear-burden while 
much of Act I could be mistaken 
for “a quiet evening at home with
the Franks. Whether in the script outburst at the Van Daan’s is fiery , , scene with Peter- the rough 
or not, some attempt to make the btd not furious, without the d 0f the girl’s violently

show, promoted by Bill sargent, is /needed Th^AcTlVs R®n.t"up' T^Ppilr1 R^rhard chang*ng moods is a difficult
anywhere the Beatles like, yet * that is needed. As Peter, Richard burdled she handles gracefully. I

Well get out your Beatle T-shirts, everywhere on television. George panic and jangled nerves would not Hardachre has noeasyjoty me was partiCularly impressed with
albums8 Seyrs,... they're back. Tremlett, author of “The Paul Lem ill-preplred for, or startling, toTworm ia s markeSly the perfect objectivity and matur-
The Beatles one of the first and McCartney Story” and other but be all the more intense from m!nW lly of her taped readmgs °f the
best groups in rock n’roll (or the novels, stated that the Beatles 0ur more intense sharing in it, and h/hpad Th/Ts of course Tue to grimmer diary passages. To say
best 8 are to be reunioning for a could not join before Feb. 1976 those hellish moments of silence ÏTthoS Gwdr ch and Hackett not that she does the r,chness of this
concert in the States. The show is because of a nine year contract whi,e the group’s life hangs is
to pull in $150 million, the Beatles made with EMI over recording. balancing would be even more effective, most notably in
getting $30 million. The Beatles’ last concert, not unforgettable. b,s scenes with Anne, the last of

The group, together from jncluding the one on the roof of Support for the group (in more which is arguably the play’s the standard lobby comment, and
1960-1970, have more man z A ,e was in August 1966 at Shea wavs than one) is quietly and definitive moment. it was. The comment, I mean. No
albnmns still on the market with stadjum wilh 0ver 55,000 and sympathetically superb from Pat- v one had earned the right to
sales more than 100 million. thousands standing. Sid Bernstein, rick Christopher, as Mr. Krawler Papa Frank is the solder He has despair more than a fifteen year
Rumours of the great union, manager 0f |t, said “It took four and fine from Vinetta, Strombergs no breakdowns, no harangues, no old, life-loving girl whose life was
remember “Beatles Reunion montbs t0 put it together”. The as Mien who still needs more “big” scenes per se, and yet in
spring ol 75”, have been spreading preSent concert planned will take strength to her kindness. “Family Allen Doremus’ infinitely subtle snuffed out after two years of
since 1972 but this one seems to be longer because of contracts, visas, Court" alumnus Mignon Elkins treatment, he dominates this confinement, yet while the Nazis
for real. and other hassles the lawyer are handles the facile aspects of the production beautifully. His per- were waiting for them to pack^ she

George Harrisons father says presently clearing. vain Mrs Van DaanTcharacter formance is luminous with love had time to write I still hope ....
“the boys have all agreed to do the * - , and if a„ of her breakdowns and concern for not only his family Even then she could renege*££K!*i£,S2*'Z ZmâSll^SSerrirk,. b„, „l hi, chkrges. and ,et ,«,r despair Depreskmg’

Beatles to perform! ! Life and De?th si 
Playing caruS wei 
The stakes were 
And all gathered

By JOE MCDONALD

Life's hand was t 
When Death's gli 
Over Life's cards

role justice might sound like 
flattery, if it weren’t so true.

— In destroying
— This is why, t

“How depressing!” - that was

To Life... the rev 
The empty secre 
In time, will be

— Alas Death's

-Basil
Oil
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GODSPEED
From the earthdown easy
the gaze will carry the gazer
the elbows will follow the eyes
To take the home with
into the night burning ashless and cold
flow
from the earthdown easy

AFRICANISM
WRITING

MAOC - What do you have to say, My son? I don't know the words to write 
But my mind says:

Put them down in such and such an order 
Then my body gets restless and 
My attention focuses on the paper and pen 
And I write

WEMO - Good News!

MAOC - No News is Good News!

WEMO - This one is different, lust listen. A 
cat has just jumped out of My head. It 
entered a basket and jumped out because it 
did not want to kick the basket. It took 
refuge in CHSR. They didn't allow it to talk 
ibecause they have another one. So it went 
next door to 'The Brunswickan'.

MAOC - jargon! As Usual. No good, lust a 
I tale.

For the dognight darkly 
pants WAS

exhausted empty breaths

the spacious day 
But the mindful 
recall the night and 
star the day

To leave behind your home 
turning
into the space relaxed 
full and listless 
as the healthy spring 
debts of gold 
gold in the autumn 
fall leaves
leaves behind your home

This godspeed ungospelled 
lends your journey

• to the gentler pages of well-fed histories 
and imagines you home 
wherever you will be

A IOB WELL DONEscar

Wenceslaus A. Batanyita 
Thank you
For a lob Well Done 
In UNB
As SRC comptroller 
On your match 
Our of office 
After a lob Well Done

Old age is affecting yourWEMO
imagination Father! What I am simply 
saying is that The Brunswickan is the refuge 
for my ideas. This one is on AFRICANISM.

Home is far 
And so are 
Home friends 
But In UNB 
A Friend of All 
And friendly to All.
A Lasting friendship 
You have established 
Thank you 
My Friend
For a lob Well Done

MAOC - What does Africanism mean?

WEMO - Africanism is a philosophy based 
on multiplicity of both indignous and 
foreign ideologies considered relevant to 
solving continental problems and meeting 
the needs and challenges of a continent 
with diversified but integral nations of the 
\African Continent.

\MAOC - Why do you incorporate foreign 
ideologies into your originality of a new 
term?

V

• - lohn Dempsey
You entered small 
For the cause 
Of fellow students.
You Leave Great 
After a job Well Done 
To a greater service 
To Humanity at Large. 
Thank you again 
For a lob Well Done.

FREEDOM 7967
Let me sit in a quiet shady glen;

ziïXinJ£rz « SECTS'-there before has been long suffocated |/deas, tlown to me as g

during the scramble for Africa. Thirdly we 
emerging as a product of foreign 

influence. Finally skeletal ideas have failed 
and we therefore wish to try a hybrid!

To let the creations of the mind burst forth, 
Impeded not by enemies and friends;
Shining in the heart with new-found worth; 
Faded not by written means and ends.

are

Home awaits you 
But here
You have bridged a gap 
Towards Human Brotherhood 
In a world so small 
Yet so different
In Culture, Values, lifestyles....

MAOC - I am starting to be proud of you! 
Take a copyright for this. To fall deep into my own greatest dream,

And rest my soul in far-off fairylands.
And paint, alone, a self-made vision of a stream 
That flows with lines of hope from unchained hands

P.D.P.

Canada's oldest StudentWEMO
Publication has WEMO-MAOC on record 
for coining and defining the term 
AFRICANISM. He, hereafter known as
WEMO, has the sole right in all subsequent |a TWISTED DESTINY 
publications to expound on its meaning and 
re/e vance in world-wide context. All 
Copy rights Reserved.

But
Your Patience and Understanding 
Has bridged the gap 
By a job Well Done.When the fair moon moans I will see you rise,

My distant brother is the other half of me - 
In solitude and silence my heart has cried,
[To awaken the just and the saints who died.

"He was brave she cried, he was strange,
H/s spiritual power had a hold over me - 
Above me is my love, beneath me is my pain,
O confess my mortal flesh, who is vain?

/s there not a garden that has no lies?
Where flowers do blossom like mortal cries - 
iWith the gift of the wind and the morning dew 
/ will find the sunrise of a gardener I knew.

Woman and her inheritance is the cause of man, 
[where death is only a beginning to create a plan -

— In destroying Life, Death too would fall\jhe a/tar Qf life demands a symbol to love,
— This is why, the bluff he dared not ca//jvvhere a struggle is free in its winding fate.

Mother Africa beckons you
To make haste
And add a segment
In Tanzania
For the whole of
African Restoration.
While in Africa
Please remember
To Wave back
In the name of
Friendship and Co-operation
Respect from Accomplishment
In a job Well Done.

March First, 7976 
[Year of our Lord] A.D.

The Brunswickan 
By WEMO

Life and De^th some say... 
Playing carus were they 
The stakes were high 
And all gathered by.

Life's hand was betrayed, 
When Death's glaze...
Over Life's cards strayed.

SRC will miss you 
UNB will miss you 
And WEMO too 
Among the rest 
Who thank you 
For A lob Well Done.

P.S.: A Good and faithful servant will have 
the idle penny added to him in gratitude. At 
home it is Africanism!

To Life... the reverse, no truth did hold. 
The empty secrety in Death's hand,
In time, will be read by man.

— Alas Death's hand will fold.

In the cotton fields of life 'the man' heard me say: 
Tania is my destiny, Tania is my way - 
Set her free from wealth, set her free from shame, 
Because now / know, the robber of my name.

I. D. Quigley

Dedicated to: Patricia Hearst & Donald Defreeze
-Basil

WEMO

t

V
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The UNB Saltos, t 
gymnastics team, has 
leted their most succe 
ever. They just return© 
CIAU gymnastic chan 
where they placed fou 
York, Laval and Calgarj 
been last in this meet 
national championships 
1968.

Blazers off to Dal’s women’s hockey tourney
that both the Blazers and their 
coach Brian Savoy display, the 
outcome of the tournament should

Nancy McLean comprise the final 
forward line for the UNB girls.

This is the team that will meet

ÜESl 1SÜBS
Charlene Pilon, Debbie Fisher and in light of the confidence and heart Devils.

As far as results in the upcoming attacking trio that should continue 
tourney, Savoy indicated that, t0 play a winning style of hockey, 
because of the quality and calibre 
of play his team this year 
displayed at the Bishops Univer
sity hockey tournament, the 
Blazers chances at Dalhousie this 
weekend are good.

----- iu ... , “I wouldn’t be surprised if we
Dal’s Tigerettes, there will be lurn this whole tournament around 
teams from St. F.X. University and wjn it » commented Savoy, 
and one or two teams from the Looking at the Blazers’ lineup,
Boston, Mass. area. Savoy is not Beveriey Bennett is the squad’s 
certain, but there could be other prjme pUCkstopper. Playing in 
teams scheduled to participate as front ()f Bennett, Savoy can count

on the defensive pairs of Debbie 
And how does Savoy feel about and Chris McLoon and Joanne 

his squad this year? Saunders and Roxie Kidd. Marg
“We have a far better team than Bennett Brown rounds out UNB's 

v.-j had last year,” stated Savoy, defensive roster.
’’simply because we have lots of The forward lines Savoy will ice 
heart, desire and hustle.” against the UNB opponents will

“We also have, a desire to win, come in three parts. Corrine 
which makes us quite unique.” Flemming, Cheryl Hieger and 
stated the Blazers pilot. Cindy Gabriel are a frontline

The Red Blazers, UNB’s wo
men’s ice hockey team, under the 
guidance of Brian Savoy, are off to 
the University of Dalhousie’s 
Invitational Women’s Ice Hockey 
tournament slated for Halifax on 
March 13-14.

In addition to the Blazers, and

Thre
By TOM BBS 

UNB’s mens teal 
Canadian Intercollegiî 
Union (CIAU) swinr 
diving championships 
weekend in Waterloo < 
five swimmers and tt 
The small group broug 
medal in swimming 
diving as they fini 
overall out of the twent 
competing.

Dave Banks took l 
medal in the 1650 metei 
fifth in the 500 meter, 
Thomson finished thi 
three meter board an< 
the one meter. Dale 
captured second on the 
and ninth on the three n 
the team finished in th 
at least one event. 

Coach Gary Browr

Rowing clinic scheduled

Jackson to lecture at UNB
enthusiasts are invited.

Dr. Jacksbn, winner of a gold 
medal in rowing at the 1964 
Olympics, is acting director of 
Sport Canada. He was a member of 
the Canadian Olympic team in 1968 
and 1972 and was named co-winner 
of the Lou Marsh Trophy awarded 
to Canada’s outstanding atheltes.

He joined Sport Canada in 1971 to 
re-initiate a research program and 
to help strengthen the technical 
expertise of Canadian sport, 
serving for the past two years as 
manager, technical development 
and co-ordinator of Game Plan.

well. Olympic gold medalist Roger,
Jackson will visit Fredericton 
March 12 and 13 to lecture and 
conduct a rowing clinic at the 
University of New Brunswick.

Jackson will give an illustrated 
slide lecture for the public at 7:30 
p.m. tonight in Room 207-9 of the 
Lady Beaverbrook Gymnasium. It 
will cover the involvement of the 
federal government in internation
al sport, discussing Olympic Game 
Plan ’76 and its implication for the 
1980’s.

Dr Jackson will give an athlete’s 
point of view on the Olympic 
Games and their effect on 

Of the UNB squad of seven (oi.e Canadian sport to UNB faculty and 
diver and six swimmers) Reynolds students Friday afternoon at 2:30 

Gail Reynolds, coach of the praised Randi Stangroom and pm. The lecture will be given in
women’s swimming team, the Cathy Gaul for their performances Room 207-9 of the Lady Beaver-
Mermaids, says she is “really in the ClAU’s. Stangroom took the brook Gymnasium,
pleased” with her team’s perfor- silver medal in the 100 meter A lwo-hour rowing clinic,
mance at the Canadian Intercol- freestyle. Gaul, swimming with an inciudjng discussion ot rowing
legiate Athletic Association Union injured arm, bettered her personal techniques, training and condition- 
I CIAU ) swimming championships, times in the 50 meter and 100 meter 
held at Waterloo last weekend. freestyle events, placing seventh in 

The UNB Mermaids improved the 50 and eighth in the 100. 
their standings from last year by 
moving up four places to finish 
eighth. The Atlantic conference 
finished in second spot behind

Although no records were Nickerswq a^ïï^S Despite short notice, the UNB squad, Ron Ward, fought in the 176 weekend at the South Gym. Judoka
broken. Reynolds was impressed s - go™ j ^ ^ ^ a smaU ^ [o a yeik>w to green and was eliminated have been united from all three
with the calibre of this years ■ has reallv worked on breast tournament held in Moncton over in the early rounds. Maritime provinces and the
national meet. vear ” the March break. Although the UNB will be hosting the final calibre of competition is expected
JKt vemÏÏ JTSb The Mermaids' coach said UNB w„„ fewer c«.eg«ie, .ten compétition of the year nextJobeNflti_____________________
rantifu'ent Last vear none of the had a good base to work on next usual me team orougni nome -----------------------------------------------------------
UNBsquad piamHn their events year anti is hoping that several medals m several, 
but this year all of the Mermaids promising high school swimm UNB’s sole first place went to
but one placed in at least one will be at UNB in the tall. pred Blaney in the heavyweight
individual event. The remaining “I'm optomistic about nex c)ass while second places were
individual contributed to placing year", Reynolds said and a e gat|lered by Samson Chung, club
the relay team in several events, that future plans include a trip to coach and Gerry Peters. Chung
Ti. place, an individual or team, the States to tram with seve fought in the under 154 pbund class
must finish within the top twelve in noted swimmers during nex and Peters competed in the under

year’s Christmas break 176 pollnd division. All of these
wins were in the blue to black belt

we

Reynolds‘pleased’ 

with her Mermaids
%,*n

BeliDr. Jackson holds a BA degree 
from the University of Western 
Ontario, and MPE from the 
University of British Columbia and 
a PhD from the University of

By TOM BEST
Kk

Dr. Roger Jackson
ing programs and a training film, Wisconsin. During 1970-71 he was 
will be staged Saturday at 9:30 engaged in post-doctoral research 

in the gymnasium. All rowing at the University of Copenhagen.

By TOM BES 
The long season of w 

virtually come to an e 
tournaments held ovei 
break. Three of the I 
travelled to the Canadi 
legiate Athletic Uni 
wrestling championshi 
der Bay, while on tt 
weekend four UNB ath] 
the Atlantic Open chi 
held in St. John’s Nflc 

At the ClAU’s, UNB 
took the Atlantic conft

a.m.

Blaney claims lone judo firstNext year, Reynolds is in hopes 
that the team will be even more 
successful since it is only losing 

member. In reference to Jeanone

Mon

Did you write for us? 
Read on

ser
This coming May 

Fencing Club will los 
staunchest members. 
Heans and Roland Mot 
graduating from UNI 
years of service with

Heans has been a mi 
club since 1972. Since 
become a club in 
member of the N.B. Ft 
at the 1975 Canada Wi 
and one of N.B.’s top 
currently holds the sil 
epee in N.B., and a bi 
Club secretary-treasui 
he is currently Pres 
UNB club, while also 
the N.B. Fencing 
Currently he is 
organizing the N.B. J 
pic Fencing Chamj 
Chatham, March 27.
Morfison joined the 

From 1971 to 1973 1 
President, though he 
this position upon e 
School at UNB. He I 
driving force in the cl 
five years at UNB, 
UNB to several ii

• • •
The Brunswickan Sports Staff needs your help.
Did you write any sports articles for us during the 

last year from September 1975 to now? If you did, we’d 
like to talk to you about helping us do something 
special for the final issue of the paper coming out in 

Fighting in his first inter-club just two weeks, 
tourney, ai Gray lost a heart- what we would like to do is have a year end 
breaker to finish third in the summary 0f what happened in all the sports on
bSkeetaVin the final seconds of a campus. If you were looking after the writing or
hold-down, which must be main- publicity of any of the University sports then we
tained for 30 seconds, Gray’s would like to talk to you and find out if you could help
opponent managed an escape and 
went on to win the match. Gray’s 
prospects for future matches 
promising, if his debut is any

the event.

categories.

Reds wrecked in Nationals
It was with high hopes that the University of Manitoba they 

University of New Brunswick stretched the best of five series to 
women’s volleyball team, the Reds the limit but still came out on the 
set out for Winnipeg and the short end of the stick, losing 3-2. 
Canadian Women’s Intercollegiate The scores were 15-6, 3-15, 13-15,

15-4, 15-4.

is with a summary of your sport.
Even if you don’t have the time to summarize your 

sport, we’d still like to know, just so we can start 
doing something about it now. If possible, we would 
like to be able to mention just about every athletic 
team, club and event that happened this year.
It’s a big job and we can’t possibly begin to do this 

without your help. So please, help us get it together. 
Contact either Jo-anne Jefferson or Tom Best at the 
Brunswickan office, room 35 of the SUB or call us at 
453-4983, 453-4984 or 453-4988.
WE REALLY NEEDJA, PEOPLE! !

are
Athletic Union (CWIAU).

The University of Sherbrook indication, 
impressive season in their compe- denjed the Reds, 3-0 with game 
tition in the Atlantic Universities scores 0f 15.9( 15.5, 15.12 and the
Athletic Association (AUAA) University of British Columbia
league, forgot to take their luck dumped the UNB girls 15-6, 15-9, 
with them and were downed by the 15.9 for yet another three-game 
opposing teams they met.

But the Reds, who had such an

Tom Best, fighting in yet another 
division - under 139 pounds, blue to 
black, finished in the spot that now 
seems reserved for his occupation. 
Best has come fourth in the last 
three competitions in which he hassweep.

Eventual winner of the national partaken, 
tourney were the University of 
Western Ontario, 3-1 over UBC.

The Reds were whitewashed by 
the University of Western Ontario 
3-0, with scores of 15-11, 15-3, 15-4. 
When they met the squad from the

The final member of the UNB
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UNB Saltos complete best gymnastics year yet !
The UNB Saltos the men’s Although they only moved up one marks. All UNB gymnasts all 18th with 41.8. This is nine points American games and at the 

gymnastics team has iust comp- position, other statistics indicate around scores are up at least four higher than his last year’s all Olympics was pleased with thisS-'ï&'ÆSSSïS *>°u!'nî was led by graduating team "

ever. They just returned from the ment. UNB s team score was up 30 onb was iea oy graauaung team The other members of the team season in 1976-77
CIAU gymnastic championships PJtnte from las^year. Their team «ptommaU wereMjkePatterson BobJohnson ^ a,so to thank several
where they placed fourth behind ^ore °^r5?ast vear The ca£e of SSSfor”15th placefZffoe Dennis McKinley and Bert Prin" individuals who contributed to the
^rk Laval and Calgary. UNB has Jem third!lastyear ITie calibre of ^ough for a 15th place finish me cipe, who placed 23rd, 29th, 32nd success 0f this year's team,
been last in this meet ever since me viau meet is consiaeraniy oesi nnisn ever oy a uinb , , resDectiveiv Ber, prin. , (h
national championships began in higher this year with the average gymnast. Ken Salmon continued d iJSSd and unable to “^sScoacf and d22 Levert
1968. all around score up three full his rapid improvement by placing pedorm on fJloor and vau]t assistant coach, and uan Levert,

the team manager. He also 
extended gratitude to Rudy Stocek, 
Ken Daley and Sandy Perley who 
officiated at the UNB hostedThree medals, sixth for Beavers In individual events UNB also 

showed well. Pierre Gervais 
became the first UNB gymnast 
ever to make finqls with an 8.85 on 

By TOM BEST calibre of the meet was “very To improve in such a manner, he rings. He finished sixth in the event
UNB’s men s team to the high’’ and said several Canadian said that the swimmers would have after finals. Mike Patterson 

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic records were broken. Canada is to place in at least the top six in the received 8.25 on floor exercise for a 
Union (CIAU) swimming and rated fourth in the world in heats or finals. tenth place finish and Ken Salmon
diving championships held in last swimming. He indicated that the Atlantic received 8.3 on vault for an 11th
weekend in Waterloo consisted of Brown said the relay team would Conference (AUAA) was strong place, 
five swimmers and three divers, have been more competitive if and that his team members had
The small group brought back one Paul Steeves had not sustained an been emphasizing training to win
medal in swimming and two in injury to his shoulder. Steeves had theconferencetitles instead of train
diving as they finished sixth the potential to be a finalist in the ing specifically for the nationals, 
overall out of the twenty-one teams 200 meter breaststroke event. “ Theswimming competition gets
competing. In assessing the performance of tougher every year in the AUAA.

Dave Banks took the bronze his team, Brown felt most of them The standards were very high this
medal in the 1650 meter event and had improved their times in the year,’’ Brown added,
fifth in the 500 meter, while John individual events and was pleased
Thomson finished third on the with the overall improvement of Even though the team will be | 
three meter board and fourth on the team since last year’s national j°sin8 three members next year, j 
the one meter. Dale MacLean meet. He said that when he first Brown is optimistic that the
captured second on the one meter coached the UNB team at the Beavers will improve their nation-
and ninth on the three meter. All of CIAU’s, the team finished near the al standings again, the boys have
the team finished in the top ten in botton of the standings but that a des',re to be winners Brown

every year the standings had said- and are capable of moving

It will be difficult to match this 
improvement in future years. 
However, prospects for continued 
growth are good. Only two of the 
team graduate and at least two 
freshmen are expected to attend 
UNB who are already capable of 

Highlights of the year include scoring 35 points. Our improve
winning all of the Atlantic ment this year is directly related to
conference (AUAA) meets and the fact that 3 of the team train
breaking twelve UNB and AUAA year round. Next year’s team wil
records. Coach Don Eagle, who hopefully be composed of 6 yea
was selected to judge at the Pan round gymnasts.

Rugbii (last one of the year!)
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at least one event.
Coach Gary Brown said the improved.

Iup.
I
I
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Bell pins A UAA’s only medal I Friday, March 12,1976I
I

SUB Ballroom 9p.m.-la.m.I
medal with his third place finish in only one quarter of the entire team I 
the Heavyweight class. George was pinned. The team lost the |

The long season of wrestling has Pineau, fighting in the 109 pound majority of their fights by |
virtually come to an end with two class finished fourth while Rick decisions,
tournaments held over the March Cuthberson was eliminated in the Born said the calibre of |
break. Three of the Black Bears early rounds of competition. competition this year was greatly *
travelled to the Canadian Intercol- Coach Jim Born said that improved over former years, 
legiate Athletic Union (CIAU) although the Atlantic conference Several American teams also
wrestling championships in Thun- finished last in the tourney, this visited the area this year and
der Bay, while on the following year’s performance was the best provided wrestlers with a good
weekend four UNB athletes went to ever by the conference. As an deal of experience,
the Atlantic Open championships example of improvement, Born Following the CIAU competition,
held in St. John’s Nfld. said that last year only two the Bears went to the Newfound-

At the CIAU’s, UNB’s Rod Bell wrestlers from the Maritimes ' land meet. The squad was
took the Atlantic conferences only didn’t get pinned while this year, supplemented by Dave Niles and

Mike Ballak, who, although not on 
the UNB squad officially because 
of eligibility reasons, trains with 
the squad and wrestles for Born’s I 
Wrestling Club. Pineau did not 
compete because of sickness.

Niles captured the gold medal in 
victories. He has organized the his division as did Bell. Cuthberson 
UNB Shield each year since 1972, took the silver in his category while 
and the tournament has become Ballak came home with the bronze, 
the equivalent of an AUAA Niles was also chosen to V
Championship in fencing. Indiv- represent the Atlantic area at the
idually, he has been UNB’s most Canadian Open championships to 
successful competitor, winning be held in St. Jean, Quebec.

Heans has been a member of the several N.B. Championships as Born is looking forward to next 
club since 1972. Since then he has well as many medals and trophies year and expects the team to be 
become a club instructor, a outside N3- For the last three much stronger This year was a i
member of the N.B. Fencing Team years, he has coached at the club, building year. The boys are young
at the 1975 Canada Winter Games, Both of these fencers have and will get experience He cites 
and one of N.B.'s top fencers. He contributed a great deal to the club Niles asL th®m,°,stl 
currently holds the silver medal in during their years at UNB, and wrestler but adds that all of the 
epee in N.B., and a bronze in foil, they will not easily be replaced, wrestlers on this year s team have 
Club secretary-treasurer last year, However, the club has a new done well, 
he is currently President of the executive (Cal Lambert - Pres- 
UNB club, while also Secretary of ident, Martin Rosenbloom - 1st 
the N.B. Fencing Association. V-P, Sandy McAuley - Secretary- 
Currently he is engaged in Treasurer) and Dr. Barna Szaba- 
organizing the N.B. Junior Olym- dos will remain as coach, 
pic Fencing Championships in UNB will host the N.B. Fencing 
Chatham, March 27. Championships Saturday, March
Morrison joined the club in 1971 20, in the Main Gym, from 9 a.m. 7 

From 1971 to 1973 he was Club p.m. This will be the last time 
President, though he relinquished Heans and Morrison compete for 
this position upon entering Law UNB in a club-hosted tournament. ■
School at UNB. He has been the In May, several team members 
driving force in the club during his will compete in the Easterns in ■ 
five years at UNB, and has led Halifax, and the Nationals in 
UNB to several intercollegiate Saskatoon.

By TOM BEST $1.50t
I

Tickets on sale at the SUB Info. Booth J

fèiuenoiecui

Morrison, Heans finish
service with fencers

35MThis coming May, the UNB 
Fencing Club will lose two of its 
staunchest members. Both Larry 
Heans and Roland Morrison will be 
graduating from UNB, after long 
years of service with the Club.
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Heartbreaking loss 50-42 in finals

Bronze Baby not «
On Sunday, March 7. the UNB game was vieil played and quite ^ by added bj a 66-52 score to advance to the Then things began to gel for UNB.

Sla,,TdlMma rea ^ , me on fL mght — finals against Winm-
thTcanadian Women’s Mercolle- challenge. It was only near the end winners Lauren- ^The next game, between UNB less for long stretches while UNB
Liate National Basketball Tour- of the game that UNB clinched the saw £ too team from and University of Victoria, was one fought back. They took the lead m
nament at Gueloh Ontario The win by a 72-57 score. This wm tian, meet Laval th p , the most exciting of the the last minutes and went on to winIWtTg'irte were keen on bringing placed UNB m the s=mi-li».ls ÏJSmd vïU had6, strong. 62»
the "Bronze Baby" on her first trip against U of Victoria. hand from the beginning an ^ team and their zone defense in Hansen was again the Bloomers
to the Maritimes but the exper- Hansen was the leading scorer 34-17 haiï-time lead and wen ^ first haif kept UNB’s score top scorer with 14 points and Janet
ienced Laurentian squad pulled out for the Bloomers with » P?*"*"!* saw action in the • down and contributed to the Goggin added 12 points. Marg
of a half-time deficit to win the Joyce Pedersen and Janet Goggin Saturday saw action m half.time score of 38-28 for Mainwaring led the losers with 16gdeHaE%Lt half and rSp^Tvl.v" Winning was wa^SeTc!^ and S Ma InX ^ondhalfUNB poi^and Mairi Umgmore added

led by a M score but already h dh(j cons|olatio" fi™ls on Sunday
UNB^had been cafled for 14 fouls lead changed hands many times in

the had only been ■■■■Immthe last five minutes but Winnipeg
charged with finally got the lead and maintained

three strong Bloomers were fouled 
out and the team had a total of 29 
fouls called. Laurentian was only 
called on 14 accounts and lost no 
players because of fouls.

The big turning point came when 
the Bloomers were down by 5 
points and one of the players was 
called for a charging foul. The 
basket scored did not count and it 
was her filth foul. Laurentian went 
to the other end and scored. This 
made the lead 7 points where it 
could have been 3 points and one of 
the starters was out of the game.

From there, Laurentian never I 
looked back. They are a very ! 
talented team and the Bloomers 
congratulate them on their win.
The Bloomers are looking to next 

and hope to bring the 
Bronze Baby to UNB.

In the final game Kim Hansen 
UNB's top scorer with 20 

points. Laurentian was led by 
Kathy Williams with 14 points.
Kathy Jennings had 12, while 
Michelle Belanger scored 11.

On Friday night three games 
decided who was going into the 
championship round and which c 
teams were going to the consola- c 
lion play.

In the first game Guelph, the s 
host team played University of £
Victoria the Canada West champ- „ 
ions The game was quite slow ■» 
paced but Victoria was the better |
team and won by a 66-34 score .= Tfc - .................... ....-

The next game had UNB -K|M „ANSKN moves lhv ba„ in for a shot during the AW1AA tourney several weekends ago. Hansen also led
SainT8Conf^nceP Winner The the .Bloomers to a second place finish in the national tournament last weekend.
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■ - Friday’s Game

iUNB - Winnipeg v-
UNB - 72: Scott 2, Sheppard 8, 
Hansen 28, Robbins 2, Goggin 10,

' Gillies 1, Pedersen 12, Maxwell 2, 
Blumenfeld 7, Fouls 29, Free 
Throws 6 for 12.

Winnipeg - 57 : McPhail 2, Sauer 5, 
Thompson 12r Perkins 6, Stitt 6, 
Thompson 7, Sharratt 6, Dubesky 
13, Fouls 23, Free Throws 11 for 26.
Saturday’s Game 

UNB - Victoria
UNB - 62: Sheppard 6, Blumenfeld
8, Pedersen 4, Maxwell 6, Scott 8, 
Robbins 4, Goggin 12, Hansen 14, 
Fouls 25, Free Throws 14 for 24.

Victoria - 59: Grimstone 4, Godfrey
9, Mainwaring 16, Longmore 12, 
Hind 2, Awburn 7, McHattie 7, 
Ritchie 4, Fouls 29, Free Throws 2 
for 16.
Sunday’s Game

UNB - Laurentian 
UNB - 42: Sheppard 2, Blumenfeld 
8, Pedersen 2, Maxwell 6, Scott 2, 
Goggin 2, Hansen 20, Fouls 29, 
Free Throws 0 for 4.
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ComptrollerPeter Dav 
own honoraria during

S Ii BEwas *
N-s

1
By DERWIN Gl 

News Edit«SB >

■ ! sS5 SS1.5-3 During a disordei 
Students’ Represents 
decided to reconsidei 
mended honorium set 
one week before a 
meeitng.

Arts Representativi 
described council’s 
“basically irrespoi 
though he seconded tl 
week before.

After a lengthy d 
councillors agreed 
decided to strike 
committee to recons 
levels after a serie 
which left the whole i 

The beginnings of 
debate go back tc 
submitted to council 
comptroller Wencesli 
the most contentioui 
the raising of the 
honorium. Present 
Peter Davidson d< 
report as the result c 
across Canada. “Ui 
he said, “council did 
work that went into 
report.”

Council decided 
was needed to 
proposals and ovei 
break, council vice-p 
don Kennedy, the o 
member in town, strui 
committee compose 
Brunswickan Editor 
Benjamin, and SUB 
ectors chairperson J. 
This report was accep 

However, there 
persons in disagree: 
issue was re-ope 
Monday’s council m 

The most controvc 
this report centre!

r,
, . f.
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Laurentian - 50: Belanger 11, 
Galuska 9, Roman 4, Jennings 12, 
Williams 14, Fouls 14, Free Throws 
6 for 18.______________________
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Bloomers *won with style, 
lost with grace’ : Wright

Rv TOM BEST year's ^edition of the Bloomers, first year players, Joanne Cull and
ny which will have all but one Val MacCullum, Wright was

In reflecting on the record of the member returning. Janet Goggin, generous with praise saying that 
Red Bloomers this year, “Rookie" making her last appearance as a they contributed a great deal to the 
rnarh Phil Wncht said he was Red Bloomer at Guelph, will be team.
.immensely proud We had a graduating this spring. Wrigh’ feels the Atlantic confer-
fantashc yea^The girls won with As far as individual perform- ence league is tops in the country 
si vit- and'lost with grace " ances went in the tourney, Wright with an exceptionally high calibre

Never one to brag he felt that stated that the entire team played 0f basketball being played. He
the Bloomers showed “a lot of well but singled out Kim Hansen, added that he was proud to become ■■SîssScu^ph-MÎSsiioftMs who led the scoring for UNB in all a part of the traditional UNB, 
year's national college champion- three games, sparking the offense which attracts some good basket- W j
ships) He added that he felt the and defense, and Joyce Pedersen, ballplayers ■WKzT1
best Iwo teams plaved in the final, who came off of the bench to have As far as fan support goes, he ” 11**.

Although UNB was seeded third, an “excellent tournament." said that he was encouraged by the
this was based on the results of last “terr,f,c .,resp°nsL that thC UNB 1. ^
year's final standing and did not Next year Wright feels that the community showed. „ **?§g|
reflect on the performance of this Bloomers will be even stronger “Our success this year would not g ;Jg 
year’s team which lost only three than this season. His faith in the have been possible without the help j -Jg» 
y throughout the " entire abilities of the Bloomers lies in the we received from a lot of people. £ lit
season including the loss in the fact that, not only will most of the Wright said as he talked about the s gj/fâ 
final game against laurentian at team be returning, but the rookies aid he enjoyed aU season rom ^ MB 
the Guelph tournament. on the squad show a great deal of assistant coach Debbie Phalen and > KM

Wnght said UNB was challenged promise his staff of statisticians and _ *
to a certain extent in all their
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games

iCathy Maxwell was selected as a managers, 
played last weekend, but first team all star. Lois Scott was a 

their desire to win helped them starting guard^during the season, 
overcome deficits.

‘It will be an exciting season
__  next year with a good team and

ercome ue.icn» He described Patty Sheppard as a some good competition. I’m really
He said the '^ond place finish “sparkplug" when she came off excited about the prospects for 

“very encouraging" for next the bench. Of the remaining two next year.

games KEEPING A CLOSE EYE on his charges, the UNB Red Bloomers 
rookie coach Phil Wright. He was pleased with the team s 

performance this year.
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